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A. OVIRVIEW

This ttesis describes an experiment conducted at the

Naval Postgraduate School (-NPS) during the period 31 October

to 23 November 1983. The experiment was conceived,

designed, conducted, and resultant data analyzed by the

Defense CUmmunications Agency (DCA), Defense Systems, Inc.

(DSI), and faculty and thesis students from the NPS.

The purpose for conducting the experiment was to

corroborate findings published, primarily by the Soviets

[Ref. 1], which indicated that the command structure

supporting a battlefield headquarters influences the

heaquarters' effectiveness and thus impacts upon the speed

and correctness of headquarters decisions.

The experiment was ccnducted in the Wargaming and
Research Laboratory (WAR Lab), a modern, secure computer

facility. The Naval Warfare Interactive Simulation System

(NWISS), a sophisticated, large scale Naval wargame was used

to pose military prcblems to military officers serving as

subjects using a selected set of simulated headquarters

command structures. Selected data was collected to allow

the application of the Headquarters Effectiveness Assessment

Tool (HEAT) to attempt to corroborate the results of these

prior studies.

The principle gcals cf the experiment were to (1)
develop a scenario that would generate a military conflict

situation requiring decision-making under time constraints;

(2) enable the evaluation of different headquarters struc-

tures when a military conflict was enacted; (3) make use of

modezn headquarters effectiveness measures; (4) protect

9



r against socio-eccnosic biases, and (5) provide sufficient

- control, design structure, and replication of trials to
permit drawing statistically significant conclusions.

The actual conduct of the experiment in the WAR Lab
lasted over three weeks and required almost 1300 experi-

mental manhours. Each of the eighteen three-hour trials
required participaticn by a team of subjects, two support
groups, a control group and a computer systems support

group.

C ring the conduct of the experiment, data was collected
against several HEAT measures. This data permitted t'

analysis of several hypotheses, and hence, corroboration
data previously provided by the Soviets concerning headqu-
ters structures and the decision-making process.
hypotheses which were examined were:

* Creative decisions are more likely to be made correctly
by a fully connected structure, but more slowly than by
less connected structures.

e A star structure makes decisions faster than other
structures.

* Engagement decision errcrs are more likely to be made,

and made sooner, by a star structure.

The findings (although not statistically significant) of
the experiment were consistent with these basic hypotheses

in that (1) star structures were generally faster, and (2)
that fully connected structures were more often correct when
making creative decisions.

B. PDBPCSI OF TEE TBESIS

The experiment itself provided the impetus for the

purpcse cf this thesis, which is to provide an accounting of
the experiment, as well as to provide the authors with an

10
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cpportrnity to actively participate in all phases (design,

construction, conduct, and analysis) of a major experiment.

Along with this accounting of and involvement in all experi-

ment phases, the autbcrs hope to provide insights and reccm-

mend changes to enhance future work in this area. Thus, the

thesis dccuments the design, conduct, and analysis efforts

associated with this experiment so that headquarters effec-

tiveness and its impact on the decision-making process may

.e better understood.

C. CHAPTER SUMBART

A brief summary cf the remaining chapters follows:

* Chapter 2 presents background information leading up to

the experiment and includes a description of the

different types cf headquarters structures, as well as

previous studies and experiments.

* Chapter 3 presents the chronological evolution of events

leading up to the experiment at NPS.

- Chapter 4 describes the capabilities of the NWISS, the

wargame selected tc support the experiment.

- Chapter 5 describes the major design features of the

experiment to include the design goals, communications

A, suppcrt model, and scenario selection and development.

* Chapter 6 provides a description of the conduct of the

experiment to include organization and logistics, as

well as data collection.

e Chapter 7 summarizes the experimental data analysis and

discusses initial conclusicns.

o Chapter 8 provides a list of recommendations for future

experiments related to headquarters effectiveness and

structures.

7--:!
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A. BACKGROUND ON DECISION MAKING AND HEADiUARTERS

EPPECTIVEIESS

The effectiveness of a headquarters is paramount tc the

decision-making process and may be measured by how well a

headquarters successfully performs each of the fcllowing

functions (Ref. 2:p.2-9]
* Mcnitoring the situation.

e Developing an understanding of the situation based on

available information.

e Identifying a set of alternative actions.

* Examining the consequences of each alternative action

considered.

* making a decision.

e Preparing directives and reports to commuunicate the

decision.

* Ccmmunicating information to all concerned.

although headquarters effectiveness is recognized as crit-

ical to the decision-making process, only limited research

has teen done. In fact, perhaps the most work to date has

been done by the Soviets. Therefore, as a matter of intro-

duction, a brief summary cf Soviet findings will be

provided.

The Soviets believe that an organization is comprised of

structure, orientation (location in space or in a territory)

and distribution Cf functions among its elements

[Ref. 1:p.80]. They further believe that the foundation of

12
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any organization is its structure, with structure being the

most sensitive and flexible factor, whose alteration can

have a significant effect cn an organization. Therefore,

many of their studies have been oriented towards the impact

of structure on the decision-makj'g process.

1. Basic Forms of a Structure

In their studies and experiments, the Soviets have

identified eight different structures or linkages applicable

to a headquarters organizaticn (see Figure 2. 1). These are:

* Linear. Nodes are connected one to another with no

relaticn to command and subordination. All nodes are

considered to be identical and information passed from

one end to the other beccmes known to all. Failure of

any node denies information to the other nodes. This

.,configuration is not considered suitable for military

organizations.

Sircular. This closed-loop structure is similar to the

linear structure. Two-way communications are, however,

possible. It, likewise, is highly vulnerable for

reasons similar tc the linear structure and is, there-

fore, also not suitable for military organizations.

* J_2DSb. This is an extremely complex structure with

many interconnections making it highly reliable.

Structures such as this might be found in a single or

unique headquarters.

.' * M - nneton. Each node is of equal advantage and

connected to every other node. This structure affords

maximum rate of transmission and reliability, and best

represents a distributed headquarters.

*Mb_el. This is a special case of the multiconnection

structure. It operates similar to a traditional

13-:p:
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2. CIRCULAR 3. HONEYCOUI4

1. LINEAl

4. NtULTI-COIRUCtUD 5. WHEEL

7. STAR

S. 11ERARCIIICAL I

Figure 2. 1 Basic Forms of a Structure

headquarters staff, with the Chief of Staff as the focal

point.

J., ar h ,. This structure is characterized by

ccmand only positions at the top with purely subcrdi-

nate positions at the bottom. As you move up through

this structure, the number of connections decreases.

This structure is typical of current U.S. command and

control systems.

L1
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§11 r This is a special case of the hierarchical struc-

ture where command is centralized. This structure is
typical of most internal staff organizations.

H.j. d S.I2tur Two or more of the above structures

are combined.
2. LroM.ers;L _o51= t

Structures may be further characterized by the

following properties [Ref. I:pp.8 2-86] :
* * aonal i ability. The ability of the structure to

react quickly to changes in situation and other stimuli.

Operaticnal capability is generally expressed in terms

of time of reaction to external stimuli.

C __tj _ izaton. The ability of one of the nodes to

perform essential control functions. Centralization is

*.1,:, ~ normally expressed as an index of the shortest routes

from subordinate nodes to the central node. The higher
the index, the more control the central node has over

the structure and the less independent the other nodes.
Generally, the hierarchical and the star structures tend

-- to be te more highly centralized.

0 1_Ebh.hz. This is an expression of the structure's
territorial properties with respect to the structure's

center cf gravity.

* fVlbjU . This is an expression of the meaningfulness

cf each of the structural properties when some part of

the structure is destroyed.

* ygIe 21 Structure. Structural volume characterizes

the quantitative composition of the structure and is

often expressed in terms of the number of nodes which
can best support an organization.

15
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11-* o p_ This is a measure of the disarray of a
structure. Generally, organizations whose structures

have high entropy are highly inventive but less respcn-

sive.

B. SOVIET EXPERINENIS INVOLVING HEADQUARTERS STRUCTURES

The Soviets recognize, in combat operations, that opera-

tional decisions are made based on existing information
about the enemy and friendly objectives. Unexpected situ-

ations, rapid change, and incomplete or incorrect informa-
tion alsc effect the decision process as-well. With these

factors in mind, the Soviets have conducted a series of
simple experiments which evaluate the decision-making

process using the structures described above.

The experiments consisted of small teams performing

short conventional warfare problems. The battle problems

require each team to perform the following tasks

[Ref. 1:pp.116-117] :
1. Ccllect information;

2. Evaluate the strength of enemy forces;

3. Propose a decisicn to attack or defend;

4. Evaluate numerically the effectiveness of the deci-
sicn.

Data was evaluated from two perspectives. First, struc-

tures were evaluated with respect to completeness and

preciseness of information. Results of the experiments

indicated that the star or hierarchical structures performed
best when problems were stated precisely with complete

information. As prcblems became more complex, or uncer-

tainty increased, the star operated less effectively and

structures like the multi-ccnnected ones performed well. In

fact, as information became more contradictory or

16
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incomplete, the multi-connected structure improved.

Secondly, the results of these experiments were evaluatedwith regard to decision type. Decisions could be categor-

ized as formatted or unformatted. Formatted decisions are
typically characterized by (1) lots of activity in a short

span of time; (2) little reaction time; (3) little time for

detailed coordination; and (4) making maximum use of pre-

planned actions. Unformatted decisions, on the other hand,

are characterized by (1) activity dispersed over relatively

long periods of time; (2) responsive rather than reactive

actions due to the less time dcminant nature of the problem;

(3) maximum coordination between participants; and (4) the
cpportunity for detailed, well thoughout courses of action
and contingency plans. The effectiveness of each type of
decision, relative to each structure, can then be evaluated
in terms of speed and correctness (see Figure 2.21 ).

For example, one Soviet experiment, with 20 participants
in a multi-connected structure, could not solve a problem in

the given four hour time limit where the star structure
solved the same problem in 35 minutes. The star structure
seems to be able to perform fastest of all, although the

error rate is higher.
Overall, the Soviet experiments seem to favor pursuing

multi-connected distributed headquarters configurations.

These experiments also indicate, however, that this should

be done with caution. The advantages of the multi-connected
structure, particularly under conditions of complexity and
uncertainty, quickly deteriorate when the number of nodes
are allowed to grow, suggesting limiting the number of nodes

required to work together cn a particular activity. The
star, which performs the fastest, developes a higher error
rate, apparently as a result of overloading the central

'Informatin was obtained frox briefinqs, by DSI,presented on 13 December 1983 to students at PS.

17
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DECISIONS

FORMATTED UNFORMATTED

SPE.D CORRECTNESS SPEED COR. C NES

HIERARCH- TRADITICNAL HIGH MED HIGH LOW
" ICAL MILITARY

SYSTEM

STAR INTERNAL HIGH HIGH HIGH MED-HI. , STRUCTURE
OF
ST AFF
CELL

'HZEL CHIEF OF LOW-MID HIGH MED-HI HIGH
STAFF
SYSTEM

I HONEYCCNB UNITARY NED LOU LOW LOW
* . 1HQ

-- MULTI- DISTRIB- LOW HIGH MED HIGH
CONNECTED UTED

Figure 2.2 Structures for Decision making

node. In conclusicn, the Soviets believe that a mix of

compensating communications, quality network monitoring, and

Automated Data Processing (ADP) support is essential to

overccme these structure related problems.

C. RECRNT U.S. EFFORTS TO EVALUATE HEADQUARTERS

EPPECTIVEEESS

In early 1983, representatives from United States

Readiness Command (USREDCOM) contacted the Naval

Postgraduate School (NPS) Joint Command control and

Communications (C3) Academic Group to determine the feasi-

bility of NIS C3 students performing an automation assess-

sent of Joint Task Force 7 (JTF-7) Headquarters. The
purpose of this assessment was to determine if JTF-7's

18
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headquarters operaticnal effectiveness could be improved

through the automaticn of selected headquarters information

processing segments. Five student officers at NPS are

currently working on this effort as a part of their thesis

research.

The approach selected by USREDCOM required observation

and assessment of selected JTF-7 information processing

segments during an actual military exercise, Bold Eagle 84

(October 1983). The methodology used to evaluate JTF-7's

level of effectiveness was the Headquarters Effectiveness
Assessment Tool (HEAT), developed by Defense Systems, Inc.

(DSI), and briefly introduced below. Using HEAT, the main

thrust of this study is to measure the operational effec-

tiveness of the JTF-7 Headquarters, establish baseline meas-

ures of effectiveness, and through automation of selected

headquarters informaticn processing segments, explore the

potential impacts on effectiveness.

This effort is significant since (1) it provides a

current headquarters assessment case study, and (2) it makes
use of HEAT as a methodology for evaluating headquarters

effectiveness and the deciscn making process. HEAT was also

the primary analytical tool selected for use in this thesis

experiment.

BEAT [Ref. 31 provides an analytical link between

historical analysis (i.e. the Soviet experiments) and

current headquarters effectiveness studies. By applying

several cf its 135 available measures of effectiveness and

comparing these measures against ground truth, HEAT enables

observers to judge when a headquarters is performing effec-
tively, or when it is not. BEAT measures the ability of a

headquarters to effectively implement plans while adjusting

for the information and assets available, precisely what the

Soviet experiments and this experiment have attempted to

show with respect to a particular command structure.

1
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The sections which follow provide the chronclogical

evolution that led tc the conduct of a headquarters effec-

tiveness experiment at the NPS, as well as the motivation

for this thesis research.

P. SOVIET CONCLUSIONS

The Soviet experiments previously discussed continue to

provide the greatest substantive data on headquarters struc-

ture and its impact cn headquarters effectiveness and the

decision-making process. These experiments concluded that

headquarters effectiveness depends, in part, on the type of

decisicn to be made and the command structure in effect at

the time.

C. INITIAL STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE/REQUIREMENT

Defense Systems Inc. (DSI), developers of HEAT, under

contract by the Defense Communications Agency (DCA),

proposed that an experimental evaluation be conducted to

attempt to validate the conclusions of the Soviet experi-

ments. Specifically, the experiment was to investigate how

a headquarters command structure, as just discussed, influ-
ences a headquarters' effectiveness which ultimately impacts

on the speed and correctness of headquarters decisions

[Ref. 4:p.13]. Furthermore, both agencies desired that the
experiment be conducted within a U.S military context

(scenario, facility, subjects) to protect against potential

20
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kiases introduced in the Scviet experiments due to sccio-

economic and cultural differences.

V. EXPEEIENT I PLUE!NTATION

For the following reasons, early in the planning stages

a decision was made to design the experiment for implementa-

tion using a computer wargame. A simulation experiment,
' without man-in-the-lccp was considered inappropriate due to

the critical real-time decision-making interactions

required. Historical analysis of headquarters effectiveness
during actual conflicts was ruled out due to the lack of

available recurrences of similar situations over a range of
headquarters command structures. Designing and conducting a
field exercise tailored to collect data to atte'pt to
corroborate the previous findings was not feasible due to
cost, time and availability of command subjects. The number

of replications necessary to permit statistical analysis is

large. Therefore, a computer wargame was selected as the
appropriate medium to conduct the experiment.

while running a wargame is not combat and is usually not

considered to be as realistic as field exercises, use of a
wargame allows the conduct of an experiment in a more

contrclled environment, is conducive to replication of

experimental trials, facilitates simple, automated data
collecticn procedures, and is relatively inexpensive. The
key is tte selection of a vargame that is realistic enough

for the application at hand.

1. PACIJITY SELECTICI

After deciding to use a computer wargame to implement

the h4adquarters effectiveness experiment, it was necessary
to select a computer facility, a wargame, and perscnnel to

be used as subjects fcr the experiment.

21
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The Vargaming Analysis and Research Laboratory (WAR Lab)

at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) located in Monterey,

Califoinia was selected for several reasons:

EROCESSING HARDWARE

V&X-11/780 with:
6 MIB Main Memory
1200 MB Virtual Disk Memory
High Speed Printer
'6 Terminals

UAMTEK High Resolution Graphics Systems with:

Dual Monitors
Tablets

soFV AREIZERARE

VAX VMS Operating System with:

FORTRAN 77 Compiler
SIMSCRIPT compiler

'I Graphics Tools Package (DI-3000)

Statistical Tcols Package (SPSS-X)

SWISS (IBGTT)
JTLS
COR EL
M41V (Incompletel
JANUS (Replay files cnly)

Figure 3.1 VAR Lab Capabilities

V%.

* The MAR Lab is a modern, secure computing facility (see

Figure 3.1 for a descripticn of facility capabilities).

e The VAR Lab supports several high level wargames from

which tc choose.

22
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T The VAR Lab was available during the appropriate time

period.

* Military officers, as part of a course requirement, were

made available tc serve as expert subjects during the

conduct of the experiment.

WAR Lab staff and thesis students were available to help

DSI and DCA design, conduct and analyze the experiment.

• Other students, as part of a course project requirement,

volunteered to act as an experiment support group to

facilitate the ccnduct and control of the experiment.

The NPS was also considered a conducive military environment

since it is a source of graduate level education to military

officers frcm all services, many of whom have operational

backgrcunds.

The wargame selected for the experiment, the Naval
Warfare Simulation System (NISS), is the subject of the

next chapter.

.23
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Crucial to the understanding of the design of the exper-

iment is an appreciation of the capabilities of the wargame

selected, VVISS.

NWISS is a real-time, man-interactive, discrete event,

time step, computer assisted simulation of the Naval warfare

environment. It was developed by the Naval Ocean Systems

Center (YOSC) to support and train senior Naval officers in

force-level tactical decisicn-making and management of

command and control (Ref. 5:p.1].

The UWISS wargame was selected to support this experi-

ment since its purpcse so clcsely paralleled the needs of

the experiment. The purpose of NWISS is in part to simulate

a stressful environment and the tactical information flow

that battle group ccmmanders and supporting staffs will

->': encounter during high tempo operations [Ref. 6:p.1-1].

NWISS was also selected for these additional reasons:

* Its availability at the NPS.

1' * Student/subject familiarity with the wargame.

. Flexibility of this comFuter-driven game to support this

particular experimental/wargaming environment.

e Availability of IOSC personnel to provide hardware/

S.- software assistarce if required.

Briefly, the RWISS supports a two-sided (Blue versus

Orange) interactive scenario where opposing sides can

define, structure, and dynamically control forces ranging in

size from one or more Battle Groups and associated aircraft

down to a single surface or air unit. Each force's elements

24
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and associated sensors, weapcns, and communications systems

may be derived from real, proposed or notional units or

systems. A Control (Umpire) function is also used which

directs the simulaticn, as well as provides user support.

Blue and Orange force commanders may employ their fcrces as

they would in battle subject to current stated rules-of-

engagement (ROE) and orders, which can be violated, and

availability of rescurces to the commander. Knowledge of

the current situation is based on sensor contact reports, as

well as existing friendly status of forces reports. Sensor

contacts are computer simulated and provide realistic detec-

tion of enemy forces using existing sensors. The current

tactical situaticn, called a "view," displays to the user

graphically all information available to those senscrs

included within the view. Additionally, information is also

provided via status board displays in alphanumeric fcrmat.
Updates to each view are provided at least every game

minute. The Control view is provided complete knowledge of

all fcrces.

A key feature of NWISS, which was used extensively in

the design of this experiment, is the processes which

support this simulaticn. These consist of (1) the Pre-game

processes (Build and Force) , (2) the Wargame process, and

(3) the Post-Game Analysis process. The capabilities of

each of these processes will be discussed briefly.

1. Pit-GAE PROCESSES

The two Pre-game processes, Build and Force, are used to

build the force datatase (ships, aircraft, satellites, etc.)

and to populate a scenario with specific forces and initial

conditions. Both of these processes are highly interactive

and user friendly and were used to develop the force data-

base and create the scenario and initial conditions required

for this particular experiment.
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1. Euljd Prcce.§

7he Build process is used to literally create,

verify, add, delete, and modify a force database by

selecting a force element category and providing the appro-

priate performance characteristics (e.g. accoustics, radar

and visual fingerprints, and damage probabilities), as well

as the six of systems and expendables to be found onboard

(e.g. radars, sonars, jammers, weapons, buoys, etc.). To

build cr modify an object in the database requires selection

of a force element category (see Figure 4.1) and then entry

cf specific values for entities of that specific force

element. These values are used by various NWISS models when

creating a scenario and running the wargame.

The Build pzccess capabilities are best provided

through example. Suppose the scenario requires a particular

aircraft type. The user would enter the Build process and

perform the following procedure:
* Select the appropriate force element category, e.g. AIR.

* Enter all appropriate force element characteristics for

the particular aircraft (see Figure 4.2).

In addition tc the detailed entry required for a new

aircraft, each of the aircraft's subsystems (I.e. HFDF, NAV,

RADAR/ESM, JAMMER, COMM, SONAR, BUOY, MISSILE, AND WEAPONS)
Swould have to be entered as well. Any other force element

types (i.e. ships, shorebases, etc.) and their subsystems
would be entered siuilarly tc create the Characteristics

database file. For most applications, the Build process is

not used to create a database from scratch. Normally, an

existing classified database will be modified, as was the

case for this experiment.
V.
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g AlmerZ Description

AIR aircraft type

CCMMBUOY communication buoy type!|

CCMMPAIR communications path between
force elements

CCMMSUITE ccmmunication network/suite I

CSUISE MISSILE cruise missile type

JAMMER jammer type

NAVAID navigation aid type

RADAR/ESH radar/ESM type

nI.SHIP ship class I

I SHOEBASE specific shorebase

SCNAR sonar type

SCHOBUOY sonobuoy type

SURV/SAT surveillance satellite type I

I W2APCN weapon type I

Figure 4.1 Force Element Categories and Descriptions

2. Force Process

The purpose of the Force process is to create a

scenario file for use during the execution of a wargame.

The Ecrce process allows entry of the specific instances

(names, tail numbers) of ships, submarines, aircraft, shore-

kases, satellites, HFDF stations, and Sosus arrays that

exist in the Build characteristic database. Also specified

is the hierarchical task number for each force element and

initial positions, ccurses, speeds, depths, and altitudes.

The Force process also permits entry of communication

networks, ccamand and control plans, emission control plans,

27
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.AM..............name of aircraft type" VMA ............ a .eed
CLIM .............aax climb rate
AMAX .............max altitude
ASECT.............radar cross sectionVCRU ..... *.......max range crui se speed
BAVGEL............ max range at VCRU
JP..... ........... f fel onboard
LDELY.o...........launch delay
HDG......e........heading sensor
SPD...............speed sensor
NFAL ............. mean time between failures
MNMNT.............mean time to complete

unscheduled maintenance
SDMNT.........standard deviation of

unscheduled maintenance
NMR...........o.meat time to perform

.7chedujed maintenance
MAINT........flight time between

scheduled maintenance
RDELY...a9*e...rcutine gervicg and

refueling delay
CDELY ..... cange of ordinancedelay
PDLCH. .... ..P (successful launch)
PBREC .... .. P successful recovery)
PBFAL .e.... .. _system failure).SYSFL ......... P (system failure in two

hours)CATG............ arcra ype

CTRNG............visual dete g tion range
CLENG ....... ..... classification rangeTRKS .............max tracks held
HFDF...........**HFDF sensors
NAV.....,.... .. **navigation equipment
BDESM. "......**radar/ESM sensors
JAMMR..e. ... **Jamming equipmentCOMMS-.**&..**communication equipment
SONAR...e.......**sonar sensors
EUO7...o...e.**sonobuoys
MISS..0...... .. **cruise missiles
VEAPO .......... **v eapons

• * Optional entries. If selected an object of that
type must also exist in the database.

Figure 4.2 Force Element Characteristics (AIR)

pre-stored crders and contingency plans, reporting policy,

search plans, and weather. These Force process entries are

described in more detail in Appendix A. The Force process

28
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also permits setting various game states to initial ccndi-

tions (e.g. time, night, fatigue, seastate, etc.). Cnce the

Force file is created, it may be modified and printed. The

Force file is used ap an input to the Wargame process.

a. UINGAHE PROCESS

The Wargame process provides the capability to conduct a

tactical warfare simulation exercise within the limitations

shown in Figure 4.3. The operation of a simulated exercise

is ccntrclled through (1) acceptance and execution of

crders; (2) control of platform motion, detecticn, and V

communicaticns; (3) determination of engagement and ctber

outcomes; and (4) display of status information and tactical

situations.

These actions are accomplished by three distinct sets of

player/ccntrol orders which include:

0 PCrce control orders.

a Information display orders.

* Game ccntrol orders.

Typical commands which might be employed from each of these

three order types are shown in Appendix B.

The force control orders are used to affect any of the

wargamefs scenario elements. An example of a force control

order which might be employed is shown in Figure 4.4. Force

control orders may be issued to the entire force at once, to I

individual platforms, or to a collective subset of the

force.

Information display orders are used to make minor compu-

tations (i.e. range and bearing from one platform to

another), as well as affect graphics information sent to any

of the display devices. A typical information display order

which might be used is shown in Figure 4.5.

29
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Up to 400 simultn eously active units in any
combination to Include the following maximums:

Up to 4C0 shipsUp to 50 shorehases
ou t9 "0 flights (aircraft and cruise

U Vp to 20 simultaneous communications paths

* Up to 400 path members

e Up to 1000 active tracks per side

* Up to 20 soncbuoy barriers
" Up to 64 active sonobuoys per side

* Up to 64 passive sonobuoys per side

* Up to five surveillance satellites per side

* Up to 80 emitters

o Up to 40 Emission Control (ENCOR) plans

o Up to 26 weather regions

e Up to 20 SOSUS regions

•p to 20 High Frequency Direction Finding
(RFIF) bases

* Up to 50 prestored crders

* Up to 30 contingency plans

-- * Up to 30 seazch plans

Figure 4.3 Vargame Capacities
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LZ1
Required Action: Move aircraft flight E2CA to

5000 feet. I

Input: FOR E2CA ALTITUDE 5000
4 I
4 I

System Response: Flight E2CA climbs to an altitude I
of 5000 feet. I

Figure 4.4 Sample Force Control Order

Required Action: Center the qeographic display
on FORCE KITTY.

Input:** CENTER (plot at) FORCE KITTY

System Response: The ct is centered on the

location of FORCE KITTY and will
remain centered on. that location
as long as contact continues.

**Dat a in parenthesis represents terminal prompts
prior to data entry.

Figure 4.5 Sample Information Display Order

The Game Control orders are restricted for use by the
vargame's Control personnel and are used to affect game

" probatilities, record game data, as well as to control the p
pace and duration of the game. Figure 4.6 contains a sample
Game Ccntrol order.

31
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Required Action: Ccntrol wishes to stop the game I
to discuss a problem area.

Input: PAUSE

System Response: The game halts until a subsequent
zyt GO order is issued by control I

Figure 4.6 Sample Game Control Order

Two largame subprccesses, Automatic Status Board (ASTAB)

and ELOT respond tc related player/Control orders. The

ASTAB subprocess permits one or more of 20 displayable

status -cards (see Figure 4 .7) to be updated at least each

game minute. The PLOT subprocess responds to graphics

related player/contrcl orders and updates all graphics

displays when ordered, or at the standard game minute.

The Wargame process utilizes 15 major models to imple-

ment the interactions of ships, aircraft, weapons, sensors,

communications, and environment during the conduct of a

wargame. These models are listed in Figure 4.8.

C. POST-GABE ANALYSIS PROCESS

Rhile HVISS supports a variety of post-game analysis

aids, cnly those used in support of the experiment are

discussed below (ANALYS, PRTORD, and DEBUG).

hAILIS records significant position and surveillance

data at each game minute step and allows the user to obtain

the following data at some user prescribed interval (e.g.

every 10 game minutes) [Ref. 7:p.46] :
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ecvTcSt Bae Active Srfack Status Board

* Active Surface Status Board
* Active Scnar Status Board

* Alert Status Bcard
a Aircraft Availability Status Board

* Air Events Status Board
e Bogey Tcte/CAP Status Board

e Damage Issessment Status Board i
* ES11 Status Board

* Flight Status Board

* HFDF Status Board

e Intelligence Status Board

* Passive Sonar Status Board

* Reporting Policy Status Board

* Ship Status Board

* Shore Status Bcard

* Submarine Status Board
* SOSUS Status Board

e Surveillance Satellite Status Board

e Weather Status Board

Figure 4.7 Status Board Displays

* Lccation and status of Blue forces: including for each
unit true and assumed pcsitions, range and bearing from

a user designated main Battle unit, course, speed, alti-
tude or depth, and time of removal from the scenario.

e Location and status of Orange threats: as above, except

fcr assumed position.

* Blue surveillance effectiveness against Orange threats.
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e Communications

- * Reporting

* Sonar

9 Radar

* Jamming

* ESM

0 !MCOW

e Visual
e Navigation

* Correlation and Tracking

* Flight Operations

e Engagement and Damage

o Surveillance Satellite

o BEDF

S5CSUS

* Figure 4.8 NhISS Major models

" Periodic summary of critical surveillance and threat

events.

" Evaluation of certain ccmmand and control measures of

effectiveness.

The PRTORD subprccess produces a listing of all player

commands entered during the vargame and typically is used to

reconstruct all or pcrtions of a vargame session.

DEBUG provides the capability to record tracings of the

interactions vithin NhISS models for subsequent listing and

analysis.
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A. RIIVII cr PURPOSE

~As stated in earlier chapters, the purpose of the exper-

~iment was to corroborate results of experiments previously

|. conducted by the Soviet s that indicate the way a

| ::iHeadquarters is s tructured impacts on how it performs. The

"-" headquarters structures used in this experiment were evalu-

.' ated with respect to two measures of headquarters effective-

n2 ess, speed and correctness. Tedcso tmlo

simulated combat environment, provided the impetus for both

" formatted and unformatted decisions for reasons explained in

.. :.chapter 2. if the decision stimuli were held constant over

. a variety of command structures, then the performance of the

'.' command structures for that particular type of decision

~stimuli could be determined.

The remainder of this chapter discusses experiment-al

desi.gn goals, pre-design considerations, scenario concept

'..and objectives, c¢ amand structures, Composite Warfare

~Commander (CVC) concept, and finally, the communications

model used during the experiment.

' B. DISIGI GOALS

in crder to achieve the objective of the experiment the

. -"following design goals were established:

I en.rig: Develcp a scenario guaranteed to generate a

military conflict situation tht would cause the head-

quarters to make formatted and unformatted decisions

under time constraints.
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. jj:uctur The implementation of the scenario should

allcw fcr overlaying different command structures upon

the scenario.

S-• s_!nemns: Develop appropriate measures that would
permit analysis cf headquarters effectiveness by ccmmand

structure.

""1 ct s: Use United States military officers as

subjects to protect against the potential socio-economic

and cultural biases that may have been introduced in

previous experiments.

" .nglsions: Picvide sufficient control, design struc-

ture, and replications of trials during the conduct of

the experiment tc permit the opportunity to draw statis-

tically significart conclusions.

C. PR-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

*During the detailed design discussions, several factors

surfaced which warranted "up front" consideration. These

factors will be discussed in detail later in the appropriate

design section. However, they are briefly listed below so

that the reader will recognize the fact that some initial

design features were a consequence of constraints and may

not represent the optimum circumstances.
The subjects for this experiment were obtained as part

cf a ccurse requirement. The experiment represented

only part of tle total academic commitment to this
course. The experiment covered approximately three

weeks and each subject could be utilized only for the

number of hours (15) normally devoted to the course

during that three week period. Accordingly, subject
utilization constraints placed a limit on total trial

hours and repetitions. Any subject training also had to
be incorporated as part of this overall availability.
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* The students were already familiar with the Warfare

Environment Simulation (predecessor to NWISS), an crder

of battle and general scenario in the Sea of Japan, and

the WAR Lab. These factors would minimize training

requirements and minimize the impacts of learning during

the experiment, provided NWISS was selected as the

vehicle to stimulate the subjects.

e The number of unique "views" that could be displayed in

the WAR Lab was limited to five. This was due to the

number of input positions supported by NWISS, as well as

the number of Ramtek graphics displays available. If

one position was used as a Control/Orange position, a

maximum of four pcsitions would be left to simulate the

selected headquarters structure.

e The Navy uses the Composite Warfare Commander concept to

delegate warfare responsibilities to subordinate

commanders. Most of the students in the class were

familiar with this concept. This concept, as modified

for use in the experiment, involved four functional

staff elements (Composite Warfare Commander (CWC),
Anti-Air Warfare Commander (AAWC), Anti-Surface Warfare

Commander (ASUWC), and Anti-Submarine Warfare Commander

(ASWC))

D. SCEIBRIO CONCEPT

In order to meet the purpose, goals, constraints, and

capabilities of the experiment, a "scenario concept" was
V develcped for implemention cn NWISS. As explained in

Chapter 4, NISS supports a two-sided simulation where

opposing sides (Blue versus Orange) can define, structure,

and dynamically control forces. The initial force alloca-

tions and their respective starting conditions, coupled with
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a gec-political environment, rules of engagement (ROE) and

crders from higher authority constituted a scenario. The

remainder of this section discusses the simulated political

environment, as well as the forces and scenario concept

which made up the twc-sided simulation.

1. Joiij1.fltr Background

The time frame simulated by these scenarios is early

1984. Late in the Frevious year, the leader of North Korea

suddenly dies and is suceeded in power by his son. Rumors

explain the North Korean leader's death and succession by

his son in a variety of ways. Some suspect the KGB is

involved, and others think it is a normal successicn of

power.

In the simulation (about a week prior to scenario

start) the new ruler vows to reunite the two Koreas. This

announcement set off a flurry of military activity in the

area and causes the U.S. tc prepare to send additional air

. units to Korea.

One day prier to the simulation's start,the North
Koreans cross the DMZ and attack South Korea. In additicn,

the U.S. has a carrier battle group (CVBG) conducting exer-

cises off the north eastern coast of Hokkaido. This battle

group and staff represent the simulated Blue forces. As the

scenario starts, the battle group is directed to cease its

exercises and proceed to the Sea of Japan via the Korea

Strait. This route, somewhat round-about (see Figure 5.1),

is chosen for two reasons:
9 To rendezvous with supply ships enroute.

* To avoid provoking the Soviets by passing too close to

their berders.

Additionally, the battle group is advised as

follows:
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U.S.S.R.
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CHINAI

HOKUDO< /" I

- - 1

.I

Figure 5.1 RoutG of CVBG to Sea of Japan
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'Ihe U.S. is contemplating using the battle grcup's air

wing to support Scuth Korea.

* The CVBG can defend itself if directly fired upcn.

M Maintaining the air wing's combat power is an overriding

priority.

Soviet intentions, at that point, are vague. However,

cne of the following responses seem possible:

co Stay out of the Korean War.

Help the North Koreans.

-- Attack the CYEG.

so Attack Japan (Japan has condemned any Soviet support

tc North Korea and promises to support the U.S. and

South Korea mcrally)

The battle grcup receives additional information as

it beccmes available. As a minimum, the battle grcup

receives a daily situation repcrt during transit to the Sea

cf Japan.

2. Crde of Bate2

The experiment required an order of battle which,

when linked with a scenario, was capable of providing suffi-

cient time pressures on the headquarters staff and ccamand

structure to test headquarters effectiveness over the range

of formatted and unformatted decision types. Based on this

requirement and input from DSI, DCA, and NPS, a standard

scenario order of battle (Blue versus Orange) for the Sea of

Japan was developed.F. I The order of battle file is a static file which is

created using the FORCE process in NWISS. It includes all

Oases and platforms drawn from the BUILD database and
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assigns their initial locations, courses, and speeds. This

file was the basic "building block" for all scenarios.

The order of battle consisted of one Blue Carrier

Battle Group (CVBG) with a carrier air wing embarked, two

Ship Classes 24 I

Total Ships 55

Aircraft Types 22Total Aircraft 255

Shorebases 5

Cruise Missile Types 10

Total Cruise missiles 1028

Other Weapon Types 41

Total Weapon Rounds 16,961

Radar/ESM Types 77 I

Jammer Types 7i

Sonar Types 17

ENCOW Plans 12

Contingency Plans 9 I

_ _ _-I

Figure 5.2 NUISS entities used in the experiment

direct support Nuclear Attack Submarines, land based mari-

time air patrol suppcrt, one Orange carrier, two Crange

Surface Action Groups (SAG), one Orange Amphibious Group,
two Orange Air Attack Groups, one Orange Guided Missile

Submarine Attack Group (SSGN), an Orange tattletale subma-

rine and destroyer, and several neutral forces. Appendix C

contains the order cf battle used for this experiment.

Figure 5.2 summarizies the entities used in the scenario to

provide the reader with a general understanding of the scope
of the experiment.
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3. Scenario obj vs and Phases

The scenario was designed to consist of two phases,

a transit phase to allow the headquarters staff time to

formulate creative plans (unformatted decision types) and a

- high tempo operational phase more conducive to reactive

(formatted) types of decisions. The planning or transit

phase represented days one through five of a scenario and

the executicn phase represented day six.

The phases Fermitted a wide range of decisicn/

reaction situations to be posed and, therefore, allowed mcre

opportunity to measure reactions over differing intensity

levels. In addition, the phases provided some additional

flexitility for the purpose of trial scheduling. With each

trial now subdivided into two distinct phases, a team could

choose to run their trials in one of two ways:

Q Run the planning phase and follow it immediately with

the execution phase (one three hour session).

* Run the planning phase in one session and the execution

phase during a second session (two 90 minute sessions).

NVISS provided the capability to accommodate either trial

approach.

Three scenarios, each geographically set in and

around tke Sea of Japan, were designed to permit the evalua-

tion of headquarters effectiveness for the different head-

quarters command structures. Each of the three scenarios
represented a unique overall plan for the Orange forces,

consistent throughout both phases and in line with each of

the three scenario's unique overall objective. The general

objective for the Crange forces in each scenario is as

follows:

a Scenario A: Surround CVBG. Orange intent is to cut-cff
support to South Korea (ROK) by surrounding the Blue

CVBG.
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. Scenario B: Hckkaido invasion. Orange intent is to

conquer ROK and Japan.

J Scenario C: Attack on SLOC. Orange, surprised by North

* Kcrea's invasion on ROK, attacks Sea Lines of

Communication (SLCC) to support the invasion and win

favor.

A detailed summary cf the situation reports which could be

used to determine Orange's intent will be presented later.

At this point, it is only necessary to realize that a
scenario was a simulation of military activities in a mili-

* tary environment in which the headquarters staff under

observation used a designated command structure and was

responsible for the operations of a Carrier Battle Group

over a simulated six day period.

a. Planning Phase

Each scenario required the CVBG to transit from

their maneuver area to the Sea of Japan via the Tsushima

Strait. This transit time represented the planning phase (5

days), with each of these five days simulated as a 15 minute

clock-time interval. Each 15 minute interval was initiated

by a new force graphics display, updated status boards, and

a daily situation re~crt which provided the detailed intel-

ligence necessary to anticipate and plan for conducting

operations in the Sea of Japan.

When the first day of the planning phase

commenced, the CVBG was ordered to provide higher authcrity

(Commander Seventh Fleet (C7F)) with a copy of their plan of

action by the end of day two. Each team received a plan

format (see Figure 5.3) to ensure consistency, as well as

ensure that all essential elements of information were

provided for use in subsequent post-game analyses using

HEAT. Additional updates to the plan, in this prescribed
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1. Enemy Actions

.* Desgribe current and expected Orange (enemy)
actions. Identify, objectives, scnedule, and
assets, if possible.

"2. Own Actions I
oJectives, actions, and schedule of own

3. Contingencies

Address "what ifs" here. Include what you I
intend to do if they occur.

4. Comments

Include any other information believed I
necessary.

Figure 5.3 Plan Format

format, were submitted during days three through five as new

information was received and digested.

During tte planning phase, the .NISS wargame was

running and Blue could view all of its forces each day,

during the 15 minute window. Blue could alao view any

Orange forces subject to the capabilities of its sensors,

and could also dynamically control forces; although aircraft
P.': launches, course changes and other tactical maneuvering were

discouraged since each day's interval would last only 15

minutes before the geographical display for the subsequent
day was reinitialized. Substantial intelligence could be

gathered by adjusting the geographical display and observing
the appropriate status boards.

In summary, each day of the five-day transit
into the Sea of Japan during the planning phase was repre-

sented by a 15 minute real-time run using NISS. During

this period, the CVEG staff could utilize all of NWISS's

capabilities to gather intelligence and information.
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.1 k. Execution Phase

The execution phase incorporated all the activi-

ties which transpired during day six of the scenario. These

activities were largely dependent on which of the three

scenarios were used ard the "endgame" used.

Each scenario could have one of three endgames

assigned (harass, attack, or provoke). The "harass" endgame

resulted in the Orange air wings aggressively encircling the

CVBG trying to draw fire. The "provoke" endgame had the

Orange tattletale conduct a surgical strike on a CVBG unit

and then depart the area. The 'attack" endgame had Orange
conduct a force wide pre-emptive strike on all Blue forces.

The endgame concept was, in part, incorporated into the

execution phase- to prevent any experimental biases due to

discussions between members of the student s"%ple outside

the experiment, to provide variety, and to control for

learning.

The execution phase allowed maximum use of the
capabilities of NISS. Not only were the intelligence gath-

ering activities used in the planning phase available, but
now the full range of NWISS commands could be implemented.

At the beginning of day six, the appropriate

scenario was initialized and the wargame was allowed to run

continuously at real time. Although Orange force intenticns

were consistent for each scenario and endgame combinaticn,

the execution phase from Blue's perspective was basically a

"free play" wargame, with team actions limited only by the

Rules of Engagement (FOE) imposed by C7F.

1. SCENIRIO SUMURI!S

Each of the three scenarios was designed with a unique

overall Orange objective. The movement of the Orange forces

was consistent throughout a scenario and based upon this
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objective. The remainder of this section will outline the

relevant CVEG operaticnal information presented in the daily

situation reports, which if properly analyzed, reflected the

Orange force movement and intent.

The Crange and Blue initial positions for each of the

six days and each of the three scenarios were specified with

respect to order of battle and initial conditions. & major

effort was undertaken to install these specifications, which

involved converting the specifications into saved files

using the HWISS wargame. The files would then reflect the

proper force positicning and other characteristics called

for by each of the three scripts.

Using the SAVE command, a game control order (see

Appendix A for a description), 18 different "snapshots" were

created to simulate the initial conditions of each of the

six days of the three scenarios. Each snapshot represented

* a new day. The "saved file" ccncept facilitated the rapid

update of forces between days and eliminated the need for

the NWISS cctrol team to manually reposition the many plat-

forms used to represent the next day's locations.

The ulti-scenaric/endgame concept was used to control

for learning over the course of the experiment, and to

provide a diversity of situations on which to provide

stimuli. A copy of the entire Scenario A script, provided

by DSI, is provided as Appendix D to demonstrate the level

of detail considered. Note that the following scenario

summaries represent a substantial "sifting" of relevant

information from the full blcwn sitreps.

* The &SHIN DDG fcllows the CVBG as it moves south.

A A strong Surface Action Group (SAG) sorties Vladivostok.
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A & strong SAG is sighted off the coast of Hokkaido.

• A number of sutmarines (SS, SSN, SSGN) sortie

Vladivostok.

e A second SAG sorties Vladivostok.

e The KASHIN DDG still trails the CVBG.

Day4:

* The two SAGs rendezvous at 40N, 134E (middle of Sea of

Japan).

Day _5:

" The SAGs are repcrted at 40N, 132E.

" Strike-type aircraft are observed proceeding from Scviet

territory along the coast to the DPRK.

" Unidentified conventional submarines are sighted on the

surface at night in the Korean Strait.

" The CVBG is through the Korea Strait.

e The RASHIN DDG still follows the CVBG.

" The CVBG is overflown by a section of Badger reconnais-

sance aircraft.

Da.6:
The CVBG, located in the western SOJ, is surrounded

by the Orange SAGs (see Figure 5.4) . The two Orange air

groups are airborne nearby. One of three endgames then

unfolds:

* Harass: The tvc Orange air attack groups circle the

CVBG and then depart the area. If Blue attacks, all

Orange will respcnd.
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Figure 5. 4 Scen ario A: Surround CVBG
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. Provcke: The Orange tattletale destroyer attacks the

Blue CVBG and attempts to depart the area. Other Orange

forces withold fire unless the CVBG attacks.

. Attack: All Orange forces conduct a pre-emptive attack

on all Blue forces.

2. §s!nari B: Hokkaj nvso

Day 1:

- The KASHIN DDG fcllows the CVBG as it moves south.

Say 2:
, A strong SAG sorties Vladivostok.

'-4 The RASHIN DDG still follows the CVBG.

- An unknown number of SSBN's sortie Petropavlovsk.

A A strong SAG is sighted off the coast of Honshu.

* The KASBIN DDG still observes the CVBG.

DaY 4:

e Seven SSBNs sortie Petrcpavlovsk.

o A second SAG sorties Vladivostok and heads east.

* The first SAG is now headed northeast (about 250 miles

off the coast of Hcnshu).

An Amphibious Group, off the Soviet coast, is now headed

east.

* The KASHIN DDG still follows the CVBG.

* The two SAGs join and are now headed south off the coast

cf Bckkaido.
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• The Amphibious Group is stationary off the coast of

ackkaidc.

* Strike aircraft are observed headed south from the USSR

to the DPRK.

* Unidentified submarine(s) are sighted at night in the

Korea Strait.

The CVBG passes through the Korea Strait and is

overflown by a section of Badger reconnaissance

aircraft.

. The KASHIN DDG still trails the CVBG.

az 6:
Both Orange SAGs and the Orange Amphibious Group are

poised off the west coast of Hokkaido. The Blue CVBG is

located in the central Sea of Japan. The two Orange air

groups are airborne nearby (see Figure 5.5). The Soviets

-have conducted early-hour attacks against airfields on

Hokkaido. Cne of three endgames unfolds:

. * Harass: The Orange air grcups harrass without firing

- upon the Blue CVEG and then depart the area. If Blue

fires, all Orange forces respond on all Blue forces.

. Pzovcke: As in harass, above, except after the Orange

air groups depart the area, the Orange tattletale subma-

rine attacks the CVBG then departs the area. If the

CVBG attacks, all Orange forces attack.

A Attack: The Orange air groups pre-emptively attack the

CVBG.

3. Ujnarjio : Attack SLOC

:.", Day 1

* The KASHIN DDG follows the CVBG as it moves South.

2:
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• The two SAGs sortie Vladvistok.

* Strike-type aircraft are observed flying along the coast

from the USSR to the DPRK.

. The SkSHIN DDG still observes the CVBG.

* The KASHIN DDG still follows the CVBG.

Day 1:

* SAGs A and B move around in the middle of the Sea of

Japan.

- The Amphibious Group is about 100 miles off the coast of

*" the USSR.

* Several contacts on snorkeling and nuclear submarines

are made in the Sea of Japan.

" The KASHIN DDG still follows the CVBG.

Daf 5:
* The CVBG is overflown by Badger reconnaissance aircraft.

e SAG A is about 1CO miles off Korea.

e SAG P is about 200 miles off Honshu.

* The Amphibious Group is sighted about 100 miles from

Hokkaido.

* The FASHIN DDG still trails the CVBG.

6:
SAG A moves south and is now approaching the Korea

Strait (see Figure 5.6). SAG B moves north and has jcined

the Amphibious Group cff the coast of Hokkaido. The entire
Sea of Japan area is covered by Soviet reconnaissance

aircraft. The KASHIN DDG is still around and has intensi-

fied its activity. One of three endgames then unfolds:
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Figure 5. 6 Scenario C: Attack on SLOC
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* Harass: Orange air groups fly around the CVBG. If

- attacked, all Orange units attack the CVBG.

. Prcvoke: The SSGN attacks merchant shipping in the

- SLOC. If the CVEG engages any Orange unit, other than

* -the SSGN, all Orange forces attack.

* Attack: The SSGN attacks merchant shipping in the SLCC.

- -"Five minutes later, a White (neutral) submarine attacks

the CVBG. Orange forces respond only if attacked.

F. ORANGE SCRIPT

* In crder to standardize the response of the control

(Orange) team during the "free play" (execution phase)

period, a methodology had to be developed to present each of
the different scenaric/endgame combinations just discussed.

It was dcided that a scripted checklist would meet this

requirement. Since there were three unique scenarios and

three endgames for each scenario, nine unique checklists

were required. Appendix E contains one of the checklists to

*: demonstrate the extent to which Orange force actions were

controlled.

Thus far, this chapter has been concerned with scenario

concepts, crder of battle, and the implementation cf the
scenario. The remainder of the chapter concerns the issues

cf command structure and the procedures chosen to measure
headquarters effectiveness.

G. CCREAID STRUCTURE

Three of the eight structures identified in the Soviet

studies were selected for this experiment. It was felt that

these three particular structures were representative of the

structures used in the Soviet experiments, as well as those

structures which might be encountered in a U.S. military
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environment. The twc primary structures selected wer= the

"star" and "fully connected" (multi-connected). It was also

realized that structures used in an actual military envircn-

ment might not be so precisely symmetric. In this light, an

"- additicnal structure was selected which was a compromise

between the star and the fully connected structure. This

"partially connected" (mixed) structure could be viewed as a

fully connected structure missing a link between two ncdes,

or participants, to the structure.

The three structures used for this experiment are

depicted in Figure 5.7. The logical connection between

nodes is represented by a communications link between thcse

nodes. Note that in the star structure, all logical connec-
tions must go through the central node. In the other struc-

tures, if a logical link exists between two nodes, they can

communicate directly without going through another "routing"

node. Additional characteristics of all three structures,

as discussed in Chapter 2, apply.

B. CCBPCSITE WARFARM COMMANDED (CWC) CONCEPT

In conducting an experiment to measure the effectiveness

of headquarters structures, it was necessary to use a

command and control concept that would fit the structures

selected and be compatible with the NWISS wargame.

Therefore, the Navy's Composite Warfare Commander (CWC)

concept was adopted. In addition to fulfilling the struc-

ture and wargame requirements, the CWC concept was also

suitable to the experiment subjects, since most were Naval

officers familiar with the concept.

The concept, due to previously discussed limitations,

consisted cf four staff elements (Composite Warfare
Commander (CWC), Anti-Air Warfare Commander (AAWC),

Anti-Surface Warfare Commander (ASUWC) and Anti-Submarine
Warfare Commander (ASC)}.
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A brief summary of the individual warfare ccmmander

responsibilities and functions used in the experiment is

provided in the follcing subsections [Ref. 7: p.5-8].

1. Composite Warfare Commander (CWC)

The Composite Warfare Commander promulgates plans

and policies as they pertain to the battle group and dele-

gates authority to warfare commanders. The CWC functions

include:

* Prime ccordinator for power projection strikes ashore

-'--"and close air support missions for land combat forces.

A ssignment of assets to anti-air, surface, subsurface,

strike or CAS missions.

- Obtains external intelligence support.

a Coordinates with higher authority.

* Gives launch authority.

- Sets rules of engagement (ROE) and ELCON.

- Preparation and transmission of messages to higher

authcrity and to subordinates regarding status of

forces, engagements, damage assessments, operations

plans, and other activities affecting the battle grcup.

2. - ajerfare Commander (-A-g)

The Anti-kir Warfare Ccmmander is responsible for

the defense of the Carrier Battle Group from a coordinated

aircraft missile attack by one or more air, surface, or

subsurface units. AARC functicns include:

* Engagement of air targets during &AW task group opera-

tions in coordination with cther forces.

* Airbcrne anti-air operations.

* Control of combat air patrcl (CAP).
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- Launch of anti-air warfare aircraft when authorized.

* Engagement of air targets using installed air-to-air and

surface-to-air weapons systems.

These functicns are accomplished by:

* Designation and assignment of AAW forces.

* Detection, classification, identification, and tracking

of potential air targets.

. Launch, control, and coordination of AAW activities

including CAP, SAM, and guns.

. Preparation and transmission of messages regarding
. status cf forces, engagements, damage assessment, and

other AAWC activities.

$ ::i 3. A_ti-S~urfaqq Warfare cmmandej (ASUWC)

The Anti-Surface Warfare Commander is responsible

for the detection, tracking, and offensive/defensive engage-

ment cf surface platfcrms. ASUWC functions include:

- Designation and control of air, surface, and subsurface

war-at-sea strikes against surface forces.

* Conduct of surface surveillance by air, surface, and

subsurface units.

- Coordination and control of air, surface and subsurface

engagements with enemy surface forces.

These functions are accomplished by:

• Designation cf anti-surface ship patrols and barriers.

E Engagement or attacking.

Air operations in supoort of anti-surface operations.

* Employment of surface-tc-surface missile systems.
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* Preparation and transmission of messages regarding

status cf forces, engagements, damage assessment, and

other ASUWC activities.

4 niSbjj.lW arjare Commander (ASWgC)
".q.

The Anti-Submarine Warfare Commander is responsible

for the detection, classification, tracking, and attack of

subsurface platforms. ASWC specific functions include:

* Performance of passive submarine detection.

* Screening operations.

* Operation of barrier units against submarines.

* Airborne anti-submarine operations, both land and sea

]based.

• Air operations, both land and sea based, in support of

airhcrne ASW operations.

* Engagement of submarines in cooperation with other

forces.

e Control of aircraft involved in ASI operations.

e Launch of ASW aircraft when authorized.

e Engagement of submarines with ASW armament.

* Passive/active submarine defensive actions.

* Coordination of sea and shcre based ASW operatons.

These functicns are accomplished by:
* Designation and assignment of organic ASW forces, and

ccordination with non-organic forces.

* Control of air, surface, and submarine platforms in
search cf hostile submarines.

V Control of attacks against a submarine contact.
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Preparation and transmission of messages regarding

status cf forces, engagements, damage assessments, and

other ASWC activities.

I. COUDUNICATIOIS NCDEL

1. Jackground

As indicated earlier, the objective of the experi-

ment was to examine the impact of command structure upon
headquarters effectiveness as measured by the speed and

quality of decisions made by the headquarters. The head-

" "quarters for purposes of this experiment was viewed as a

network. Early in the design discussions it was realized

that the experiment would require some fairly rigid or

controlled mechanism to model different command structures,

as well as record interactions between the various links.

The specific aspects of the network structure which were of

most ccncern were conectivity and centrality.

Since NVISS and the WAR Lab were chosen as the
vehicle to implement the experiment, any communications

model of a headquarters structure had to be accomplished

within the confines of the WAR Lab. Several existing commu-

nications models were considered.

The first method considered to provide this connec-

tivity or internal headquarters communications was a voice

or intercom system. This method was quickly discounted as
being impractical for this experiment due to cost and lack

of available devices.

The next method considered was the existing mail

utility program provided with the VAX system in the WAB Lab.

Each node within the network could have been provided with a

terminal and mail bcx; then each position would have been

able to communicate with any other staff members through the

mail. The problem with this methodology was that without
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extensive system prcgram modifications there would be no

contrcl cver connectivity. As an example, the system only

checks for valid accounts and the experimental structure

being exercised would not have been controlled by the

system.

2. Cc.mmmunications Me Specifications

It was concluded that the experiment would require a

mail program unique to the situation. The program would

have to enfcrce the structures chosen (see Figure 5.7) and

would have to guarantee that only valid addressees for the

particular structure being exercised were used. In addition

to the structures chosen, the model had to facilitate a link

between the battle group and the simulated higher headquar-

ters (C7P). This requirement was incorporated into the

required structure and is depicted in Figure 5.8 along with

CWC staff elements. Note that while the geometry of the

command structures depicted in Figure 5.7 is different than

. figure 5.8, with the exception of the line to C7F, the

topologies are identical.

Thus, specific requirements were developed for the

communications model. These requirements are detailed

below:

. The model should allow selection of one of three command

structures.

* It should enable zodeling five nodes.

• The model should rigidly control the communicaticns

between nodes in accordance with the command structure

selected.

" It should display messages received on the commander's

mail terminal (CET).
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* It should provide the capability to receive a message

for later viewing while processing a message for trans-

mission. This would require a buffering capability.

* It should provide a duplicate hard-copy of all messages

received for subsequent reference.

* The model should provide a capability to preclude

messages received from scrolling off the CRT screen

before the commander is finished viewing it.

* It should provide the capability to record all message

traffic between the various staff members to facilitate

post-game analysis.

* The model should provide accounting features to facili-

tate the analysis effort.

a It should also provide some indication to signal when a

new message was displayed on the CRT to eliminate the

need for having to "watch" for incoming traffic.

f Finally, the model should be user friendly.

3- Imp~lem~nta!J_ 2f a.Ecifigatonas

The intent cf this discussion is to provide a

general appreciation of how the model satisfied the specifi-

cations. The program provided by the authors satisfied all

of the specifications and proved to be an excellent method

of simulating and ccntrolling the different communications

structures.

The communications program was written in FORTRAN

using the VAX/VMS system located in the WAR Lab at the Naval

Postgraduate School. Since a major part of the prcgram

involved interprocess communication and synchronization,

which are best served by the system, system directives and

utilities were used extensively.
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A menu was incorporated into the program to facili-

tate selection of the command structure (Star, Fully

Connected, or Partially Ccnnected) , position (C7F, CWC,

AAWC, ASWC, or ASUWC), and subject group (A, B, C, D, E, or

F). Based on the structure and position being simulated the

program could then refer to an internal "address

verification/selecticn subroutine" to control communications

between nodes.

The first node to initialize created mail bcxes for

all five nodes. As the other nodes were initialized, they

established logical connections to these mail boxes. The

length of the mail boxes was specified so as to allow

multiple messages (a zaximum of five) in a node queue. This

insured a buffering capability of up to five messages.

These parameters could have been adjusted to permit a longer

queue. However, with a small number of nodes, a buffering

capability for five messages was sufficient. Although each

node had a logical ccnnection to all other nodes, the struc-

ture being simulated determined if a particular link could

be used. This check was part of the address verification

subroutine.

Each message sent over a link was also sent to a

central printer. These messages were delivered to the

addressees and this copy served as a reference copy.

Meanwhile, the mail box utility program on the VAX sent an

interrupt to the appropriate node's mail process. The

process would then automatically read its mail box and

display the received message on the commander's mail

terminal (CRT).
As with the central printer, each message was also

sent to a disk file. This file was used to obtain a chrono-

logical sequence, by position, of the communicaticns after

each trial. Each message contained header and trailer lines

which were automatically created by the mail process at the
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origin node. One entry in the header line was a bell char-

acter. When this character was sent to the terminal, an

audible bell sounded which indicated a new messge bad been

displayed.

After a message was displayed, the process would ask

the operator to signal the prccess by hitting a carriage

return. This scrolled the current message off the screen

and insured that messages could be displayed at the command-

er's desired pace.
In addition to the bell in the header, each message

indicated sender, receiver, structure being simulated,

subject group, game time, and real time. This information

facilitated post-game analysis (see sample message traffic

in Figure 5.9). Fcr exatple, given the real time and

subject group, messages could be related to a particular

scenario and endgame ccmbination using the master schedule.
User friendliness was provided by error checks to

insure appropriate addresses were entered. When input from

the terminal was required, a prompt of valid responses was

-. *.provided. And finally, the process automatically entered

the "from, "real-time", and other accounting information
transparent to the operator.

The communications program was the only authorized

means of ccmunicaticn between the subjects. The model,
- under software control, maintained the integrity of the

structures being simulated.

J. RIASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

As previously discussed, HEAT was the selected method-

ology used to collect and analyze the data. The primary

emphasis was on measuring the headquarter percepticn of

ground truth and how well the headquarters plan of action

performed over time. Chapter 7 details the analysis with

respect to these areas of emphasis.
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TO: C7F FROM: CWC (STAR) GP: A I
ENEMY INTENTIONS

ESTIMATE ENEMY WILL ATTK CVBG WITH BOMBERS AND
SHIES TO PREVENT US FROM SUPPORTING THE SOUTH
KOREANS.

OUR ACTICNS
WILL PCSITION CVEG AT APPROX 37N 132E. WILL
USE SUES TO PATROL STRAITS (OMAHA AND PROVIDE
BARRIER COVER TC CVBG (LOSAN). NEED CONTINUED

-. I P3 SUPPORT IN SCJ NEED THE P3 ASSETS CHOPPED
,.iTD ME. UPON AREIfAL WILL LAUNCH CAP OF F14

AND E2 FOR AIR rEFENSE AND SURFACE SURVEILLANCE.
WILL CCNTINUE NCRMAL EMCON STATUS CONTINGENCIES.

'", CONTINGENCIESBEING TRAILED BY UNKNOWN SUB CONTACT ASSUMED

ASSUMED HOSTILE. WILL MAINTAIN CONTACT AND
ATTACK AS PERMITTED BY ROE.

COMMENTS
EXPECT TO ARRIVE SOJ ON SCHEDULE.

GAME TIME: 0300422 REAL TIME: 8-NOV 13:58:04BT

II

TO: C7F FROM: CWC (STAR) GP: A I
ACTION: AAWC, ASWC, ASUWC

COMMENT CN INITIAL PLAN ONLY IF CHANGES REQUIRED.
GAME TIME: 030044Z REAL TIME: 8-NOV 14:00:37BT

TO: ASUWC FROM: CWC (STAR) GP: A
ACTION: ASUWC, ASWC

2 P3 WITH 4 HRPON AND 4 MK46 ARE CHOPPED TO EACH
Of YOU EACH DAY (TCTAL OF 4 PER DAY).
USE AS BEST SEE FIT.
GBE TIME: 040224Z REAL TIME: 8-NOV 14:02:44
BTI

Figure 5.9 Sample Message Traffic
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K. C2SIGH RESPONSIBILITIES

As can be seen, the tctal design requirements for this

experiment were quite extensive. Therefore, in crder to

successfully complete the experiment, specific responsibili-

ties were delineated to the primary participants. These

responsibilities are summarized in Appendix F.

rV
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VI. CCIDUCT OF EXPERIMENT

A. OVER71EW

This chapter discusses the lab structure used during the

experiment, the participants involved, a typical trial,

scheduling and sequencing the trials, the total man hours

required during the experiment, and a summary of the actural

conduct cf the 18 trials. In addition, data collection
techniques used during the experiment are discussed briefly.

B. OHGANIZATION AND LOGISTICS

I. tat Structure

For purposes of the experiment the WAR Lab supported

five NWISS stations, or positions. Each station had

assigned to it a Ramtek graphics display, two terminals for

interacting with the NWISS wargame (one to view status

hoards and the cther to input player commands), and one

comrunications terminal for communicating with the other

nodes in accordance with the command structure selected.

figure 6.1 depicts tle locaticn of each station, as well its

complement cf equipment. The four Blue warfare ccmmander

positions (CWC, AAWC, ASUWC, and ASWC) had an identical

complement of terminal and display devices. The fifth posi-

tion (Contrcl) served as the overall experimental control

position which represented the Blue Battle Group's opposi-

tion (Orange forces control) and also served as the simu-

lated link to higher authority (Commander Seventh Fleet and

National Ccmmand Authority). In addition to the normal

equipment located at a Blue station, the Control position

had an additional terminal to run the wargame process, and a

II
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9600 baud capable printer. Tbe printer was used tc prcvide

backup hardcopy messages to each warfare area commander in

accordance with the command structure selected.

R S P R S P H M W s/R

M S S

P1

(CWC} (ASUWC) (CONTROL) I

IIII
(&AAC) (ASWC)

M I
P S R P S R

Legend: R Rastek GraFhics Display
M V7I00/102 Ccmmunications Terminal

S VI00/102 NVISS Status Board Terminal
P V7100/102 NWISS Player Terminal I
W VI100/102 NWISS Wargame Terminal

s 35sm Slide Equipment

H 9600 Baud Printer

Figure 6.1 WAR Lab Configuration

Additionally, the control position had a mechanism for

making 35mm slides of the Ramtek display.

Each of the Elue stations was physically separated

by either an expandable "pull-out" room divider or a
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portable room divider. Both prevented one station's

commander from viewing another station's displays.

Additionally, they served as sound barriers to reduce the

*possibility of one station "overhearing" another.

14WISS graphics presented on the Blue Ramtek monitors

included friendly forces, classified enemy forces, lines of

tearing to detected emitters, and geographical landmass

boundaries. The NWISS graphics presented at the

Contrcl/Crange staticn displayed all forces (ground truth)

in addition to landmass boundaries. All units were updated

each game step with a game step usually corresponding to cne

minute of real time. The platforms were displayed using
standard Naval Tactical Display Symbology (NTDS). Symbcls

were redundantly colcr coded to distinguish tracks desig-

nated as hostile, neutral, or friendly. Using the NWISS

Information Display Crders, geographical areas cculd be

displayed at radii of one to 4095 miles, keyed cn any plat-

form, location, or track. The display could be used to view

the big picture (the entire Sea of Japan and more for

instance) cr to display a particular platform and its rela-

tive spacing to the surrounding platforms.

Ihe player terminal was used to input commands to

forces a ,d manipulate the graphics display. Typically, this

terminal was used to regulate EMCON, fire weapons, launch

and load aircraft, set courses and speeds, and orient the

graphics display. A representative sample of commands used

is in Appendix B.

The status terminal was used to retrieve informa-

tion. From the status terminal the user could "call up" or
display any of 20 different status boards (see Figure 3.7)

being continuosly updated by NVISS. The display of interest

would be based on the current environment. For example, if

incoming hostile air was expected, the "Bogey Tote" status

board might be viewed, or if a player was interested in
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enemy sutmarine detections, the "Passive Sonar" status toard

could be viewed.

The wargame terminal, at the control station, was

used to actually initialize and run the NWISS wargame.

NWISS permitted selection of run time parameters to allow a

running trace of the damage model and the engagement model

portions of NWISS to be displayed on the wargame terminal

and be sent to a file for post-game analysis. Additionally,

* the ability to observe such detailed engagement and damage

traces proved invluable to the control team. By monitoring

the evolution of a scenario, the control team could ensure
that the objectives of the scripted opposition were

realized.

Each station was also equipped with a communications

terminal. This terminal was the only authorized means of

communication between warfare positions. Prior to each

trial, the control team initialized the communicaticns
rrogram for each of the five terminals to include the struc-

ture being simulated (Star, Fully Connected, or Partially

Connected) and position (CWC, AAWC, ASUWC, ASWC, or C7F)

For analysis purposes, one of six teams (A, B, C, D, E, or

F) was also specified. When a user wanted to send a

message, he would "wake the program up" with a carriage

return. The communications program would then provide the

user with a menu cf authorized addressees based on the

structure being simulated and the position which this

terminal was representing. After a valid address was

selected, the program would prompt the user for the message
to be sent. After sending the message, the program would

then "go back to sleep" and await either an incoming message

or user request to send another message.

The CF communications terminal (Control) provided a

link to the battle group's CWC position for all structures

simulated. This link was deemed necessary to pass rules of
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engagement and to receive the battle group's plans.

Additionally, this link provided for automatically capturing

this information to be used for later analysis.

2. Personnel

A total of 5E personnel were used during the conduct

of the experiment. These personnel included (1) members of

the subject teams, (2) control team personnel to include

experiment facilitators, and (3) other support personnel
required tc maintain a controlled environment. A brief

description of these teams and their responsibilities

follovs.

a. Subject Teams

Six teams of four military officers, each from

the NPS C3 and Space Operations curricula, were provided as

subjects. Participation in the experiment was part of a

course entitled "C3 Systems Evaluation." During each exper-

imental trial, each of the four members would assume cne of

the warfare positions. To control for learning, the team
members were rotated for each trial so that no team member

ever played the same positicn more than once.

The teams were responsible for monitoring the
global-pclitical, ard military situation as reported in the

daily sitreps. In accordance with this intelligence and the

ROE's provided by CIP, they were to plan for and conduct

operaticns on a battle group level.

t. Control Team

The control team consisted of 12 to 14 personnel

as follows:

* Thesis Students (2): During the conduct of the experi-
ment, these students acted as Commander Orange and

provided spirited, scripted opposition to the Blue
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force. They assisted in the delivery of hard-copy

message traffic tc the warfare commander positions, and

initialized daily snapshots during the six day simula-

tion. In addition, they assisted in the initialization

and cperation of the wargame.

* DSI Evaluators/Observers (2 to 4): These evaluators and

observers conducted pre-trial and post-trial briefings

and collected data during the course of the trials. The

senicr DSI representative normally served as C7F and

provided ROE guidance when necessary. They also deliv-

ered daily situation reports during each of the eighteen

-' trials.

* WAR Lab Director (1): This individual served as primary

operator and monitor for the NWISS wargame. He assisted
in the trial startup procedures and served as the

overall consultant/facilitator from a NPS perspective.

* Lab Managers (2): These individuals were responsible

for computer system monitoring and fine tuning as

required. They also assisted in the timely restarts of

NVISS "hung" terminals.

• CA Representative (normally 1): This individual was

part of the DSI/DCA observer team and was the primary

operatcr of the Polaroid 35mm slide apparatus which

permitted real time documentation of Ramtek graphics

display information. He also served as the overall

experiment consultant from a DCA perspective.

* Facilitators (4 from a pool of 8): These individuals

were the impartial player terminal operators at each of

the warfare commander positions. They served as the

interface between the warfare commander and NWISS. They

provided a timely translation of the warfare commander's
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orders into NWISS orders and made the appropriate

keyboard entries. This permitted the commander to

concentrate his efforts on monitoring his own force

status, reading mail, and issuing verbal commands to the

input operators.

c. Other Support Personnel

During tle execution phase of a trial, each of

the Blue positions had a volunteer communicatiLons terminal

operator. These perscnnel were also from the C3 Curriculum

and were motivated to be involved primarily because of

possible follow-on thesis work and an early introduction to

wargaming. These volunteers minimized any impact on the

commander of communicating through the written form. As

with the player terminal personnel, the communicaticns

terminal operator freed the commander of any requirements

for keyboard entry and allowed focusing attention elsewhere.

3. Uical Experimental Trial

In order to maintain maximum control and reduce any

confounding factors from trial to trial during the experi-

ment, a chronological sequence of events, representing a

trial, was developed. The chronological sequence of steps

which was used to control and present a trial is as follows:

a. Pre-trief the subjects.

b. Initialize the wargame to Day 1.

c. Distribute the sitrep for Day 1.

d. Request an initial plan of action no later than the

end of Day 2.

*. Run the wargame for 15 minutes.

f. Update the wargame for the next day's snapshot.

g. Distribute the sitrep for this snapshot.
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h. Request a plan update based on the last sitrep.

i. Run the wargame for 15 minutes.

. . Repeat steps f through i for Days 3, 4, and 5.

k. Subjects take a short break to allow a transiticn to

the execution phese of the trial (approximately 90

minutes of real time had elapsed at this this point).

1. Update the wargame to Day 6 while subjects are on

break.

a. Distribute the sitrep for Day 6.

n. Send a message to clarify any new ROE.

o. The execution phase is then played for approximately

90 minutes. The Orange force (Control) follows the

script for the scenario and endgame combinaticn for

that trial.

p. Participants are debriefed.

q. All data files for the trial are printed out.

4. = IMi aZ Sequecina of Trials

Pricr to conducting any trials, the subjects were

required to attend an NWISS training session. A "non-

experiment" scenario was used to facilitate this crienta-
tion. The eight ccntrol team facilitators were the first

group to receive this training session since they were
expected to assist in the orientation and training of the

primary teams. These training sessions were approximately
two hours in duraticn. Again, the intent was to get the

prospective warfare area commanders familiar with the crder

of battle, message system, and general mechanics of NWISS in
order to prevent the impact of learning on the results of

the experiment.
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As previously discussed, the experiment was designed

to consist cf eighteen trials (six teams and three scenarios

per team). A total of 15 hours per student was available.

Six hours were already used for lectures and training.

Therefore, nine hours remained, three hours for each trial.

As always, there was a trade-off between the number of

trials and cost in terms of time and resources.

Another major concern in conducting the experiment

was tc avoid any bias in scenario, team composition, and

command structure matches. With this objective in mind, DSI

used a statistical methodology to assign an experimental

sequence, considering the particular scenario, structure,

and team mix. Figure 6.2 depicts the resulting trial

j" -. . |
K~~v2G_rU. 1, GrOUR D Group C GrolM D Group I_ GrouR EF

- AX CY BZ BX AY C ZI
BY AZ CX CY di A X
C Z BX AY AZ CX B Y

Scenario A = Attack on Battle group
Scenario B = Invasion of Hokkaido
Scenario C = Sub Attack on SLOC I

Structure I = Star
Structure Y = Partially Connected I
Structure Z = Fully Connected I

Figure 6.2 Experimental Trial Sequence

sequence. Note that each team had three trials and did not

play the same scenaric/structure mix more than once.

Teams were given the latitude of selecting their

trial times from a centralized master schedule. All hours

tetween 0800 and 2100 were made available except for sched-

uled system maintenance and class conflicts. Once the teams
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selected their trial time, facilitators and communicaticns

terminal volunteers were signed up to support that trial

time. The sign up schedule was also monitored by the

control team. A hardcopy schedule was prepared each week

and provided to all concerned. A copy of the schedule is
provided as Appendix G in crder to reflect some of the

logistics involved in scheduling and coordinating the

eighteen trials.

5. Conduct Assessment

we believe that all objectives during the experi-

ment's conduct were achieved. Seventeen out of the 18

scheduled trials were successfully conducted, with only one

trial lost due to a system failure. Additionally, most

confounding factors were minimized within the envircnment of

the experiment; three examples follow. First, the physical

limitations of the WAB Lab did not totally preclude subjects

from overhearing other's remarks. As a result, subjects had

to be periodically reminded to keep crosstalk to a minimum.

In general, however, the experiment's time constraints mini-
mized idle time and kept any crosstalk to a minimum.

. Secondly, due to the number of participants required per

trial and the experiment setting (i.e. most participants

still had to attend normally scheduled classes), a full

complement (four) of mail terminal volunteers was difficult

to obtain for all trials. This factor likewise proved to be

inconsequential as long as a volunteer was available for the

CWC. Thirdly, equipment failures, such as terminal lockups

" and system failures, proved to be minimal and random with

little or no impact on individual trials or the overall

experiment.
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I AT 11PS:
- 18 trials x 3.5 = 63.0 WAR Lab Hours

7 trainers x 2.0 = 14.0 WAR Lab Hours
7Total s 77.0 WAR Lab Hours

Orange/control 5 x 77.0 = 385.0
DSI 2 x 66.5 = 133.0
DCA I x 63.0 = 63.0
Facilitators 4 x 77.0 = 308.0
Subjects 4 x 77.0 = 308.0
Volunteers 4 x 27.0 = 108.0

Total ........... 1297.0
Preparing ccmuunications program .... 150.0 1

-. -~ Installing and verifying the NWISS
scenarios and snapshots .............. 175.0

Scenarios and documentation.......... 120.0

AT DSI:
I Experimental design, scenario

development, and analysis, etc ....... 1000.0+

"°" Tctal Manhours > 2742.0

Figure 6.3 Manhour Requirements

6. anhours Involved

Figure 6.3 is presented to further summarize and

.etter demcnstrate the scope of the experiment.

C. DaTA COLLECTION

As previously discussed, BEAT was the methodology used

to evaluate the effectiveness of our headquarters struc-

tures. The primary BEAT measures selected for the experi-
ment could be extracted frcm the plans submitted and from

actual firsthand observations during a trial. Data sheets

were used to record these observations. A sample data sheet

is included in Appendix H.
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Additionally, cther documentation supported the HEAT

data collection process. First, since the communications

program was the only authorized means of communicating, all

internal ccmunicaticns between the Blue warfare area

commanders (also between CWC and C7F) were recorded to a

file and available fcr post-experiment analysis. Second, a

35mm slide was made of each initial snapshot, as well as any

significant force positions developed during the simalation

of a particular day. Third, the NWISS model provided the

trace at the wargame terminal of the damage and engagement
models for each minute. This trace w alsomdl fo eahwargame miue hstae was as

recorded to a file and thus available for post-experiment

analysis. Fourth, NWISS provided the control position with

the capability to display all NWISS generated messages

directed to the Blue player terminal on the contrcl player

terminal as well. The PRTORD subsystem of the pcst-game

analysis process alsc caused NWISS to capture and record all

this traffic being displayed at the control terminal. This

file was availale after each trial for post-experiment

analysis. Finally, the NWISS ANALYS process allowed

retrieval of positicnal data on all forces for post-game

analysis.

All of these sources of data combined provided a lucra-

tive means of reconstructing and analyzing the trials.
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VII. AN&LYSLS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. OVERVIEW

This chapter presents a brief analysis of the data

collected during the experiment. The main purpose of this

thesis was to provide an accurate accounting of the experi-

ment to include participation in each of the experiment's

phases (design, construction, conduct, and analysis) . The

detailed analysis was done by DSI using HEAT. The authors'

analysis efforts ccnsisted of simple parametric and

nonparametric statistical tests to validate the DSI rgsults.

The sections which follow provide a summary of these

efforts, as well as scme conclusions which can be drawn from

the analysis. For additional details concerning the anal-

ysis, [Ref. 8] applies.

B. SUBMARY OF DSI ABILYSIS

During the experiment, selected data was collected to

attempt to zorroborate the findings of previous Soviet

studies applicable to headquarters structures and their

impact on the decisicn-making process. The analysis was to

he done using the Headquarters Effectiveness Assessment Tool

(HEAT), developed by DSI. Of the 135 HEAT measures avail-

able, those considered applicable to the experiment are

shown in Figure 7.1. An initial analysis of the data

showed, however, that many of these measures were either

unobservable or prcduced results which did not differ

significantly from trial to trial. As a result, many of the

EEAT measures were discounted as being unserviceable,

including:
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SOURCES OF HEAT DATA I
DESCRIPTION OF I
HEAT MEASURES HQ PERCEPTIONS GROUND TRUTH

12. Hypothesns about * HQ plan
enemy o jectives. * Local mailI

traffic e Orange script I

13. No hypotheses * HQ plan
about enemy object- * Local mail
ives. traffic

14. Hypotheses abcut * HQ plan I
enemy.assets assigned * Local'mail
to o jectives, traffic * Orange script

15. No hypothesis HQ plan
about enemy assets * Local mail
assigned to object- traffic -
ives.
16. Hypotheses about * HQ plan
enemy assets assigned * Local mail I
to reserves, traffic * Orange script I

17. No hypothesis • HQ plan i
assigned to reserves, traffic I
47. Overall ops * HQ plan
plan for each * Local mail
contingent future? traffic I

48. Component ops * HQ plan
plan for each * Local mail
contingent future? traffic I

51. How mary * Local mail
overall c tions traffic
for most ikely I
future?

52. How many. Local mail
component options traffic I
fcr most Ui ely
future?

68. Predictions * HQ plan
about overall ops * Local mail * Orange script
plans. traffic * NVISS stats

69. Eredictions * HQ plan I
about component * Local mail * Oranqe script I
ops plans. traffic * NWISS stats I

91. Average time e DTG on mail * DTG of sitrep i
to adjust ops plans. * DTG of NWISS * DTG of Orange I

input NWISS inputs

Figure 7.1 BEAT Measures for NPS Experiment
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I • Measures 14 - 17 (Blue's Ferceptions about the encmyls
use cf Crange assets) Although data was available, no

conclusions were drawn, probably due to the constraints

on time and numbers of people available to make such

assessments.

Measures 47 - 48 (Planning alternative actions for each

contingent future): The number of contingencies during

a trial was always low (often only one), and thus HEAT

scores from these measures did not differ substantially

frcm trial to trial.

- Measures 51 - 52 (Number of alternative actions exam-

ined): Discussicns among decision-makers were possible,

but generally did not occur. Thus, these measures were

not cbservable.

Measures 68 - 69 (Outccme predictions) : Explicit

predictions were not made, even when elicited by

Ccntrcl.

- This left three HEAT measures for use as discriminators

during tle different trials. These included:

" Measure 12: The percentage of time that enemy objec-

tives were hypothesized incorrectly.

* Measure 13: The percentage of time that enemy objec-

tives were not hypothesized.

" Measure 91: Tbe average time required by the headquar-

ters to adjust its operations plans.

The collection of data against each of these measures

* permitted tte evaluation of several hypotheses, and hence,

corroboration of the data previously provided by the

-o ;i ets.

The hypotheses which were examined by DSI were:
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* Creative decisions are more likely to be made correctly

by a fully ccnnected structure, but more slowly than by

less connected structures.

• A star structure makes decisions faster than cther

structures.

Engagement decision errors are more likely to be made,

and made sooner, by a star structure.
The information provided in Figure 7.2 relates tc the

first hypothesis. The figure shows the percent cf time

enemy objectives were hypothesized versus hypothesized

correctly as a subset of structure, scenario, team, and

sequence. Also shcwn is the time required to produce an

initial plan, in which an estimate of enemy objectives

normally appeared. The results show that the fully

connected structure did actually formulate a hypothesis

about the enemy objectives more often than the star, but

formulated correct hypotheses slightly less often. In addi-

tion, the fully connected structure was slower overall than

the star (37.2 minutes to first plan versus 35.8 minutes),

but not significantly.2

For the second hypothesis (see Figure 7.2), the star

structure was faster when compared to the fully ccnnected
structure, although not as fast as the partially connected

case. None of the results were statistically significant.

For the third hypothesis, Figure 7.3 applies. This

figure depicts the ccrrectness of engagement decisions. A
correct decision is defined as a counterattack on those

forces that are actually attacking. Preemption of an immi-

nent attack is considered correct as well. The figure shows

that each structure made exactly one correct decision, each

initiated hostilities two or three times, and provocations

2 Significance in the DSI analysis was defined as being
greater than or equal to a 90 percent confidence interval.
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PERCENT OF TIME
ENEMY OBJECTIVES----------------------------------- ----------

SCENARIO TEAM AND HYPOTHESIZED HYPOTHESIZED TIME TO
"'SEQUENCE CORRECTLY FIRST PLAN
-- (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (MINUTES)

l STAR SIRUCTURE (CENTALIZED)

A Al 100 100 39.- ,A F2 1 00 100 43
B D1 0 0 23

B B3 0 0 39
C C2 0 0 35

-PTjALLY CONNECTED STRUCTURE

A El 100 100 36
A 3100 0 55
B 2100 0 39 1

. B F3 100 0 30
C Bi 100 0 13
C D2 0 0 31

.ULL! CONNECTED STRUCTURE

A B2 100 50 23
A D3 100 100 34
B C1 100 0 70
B E2 34 34 4
C F1 0 0 64
C A3 100 0 28

A V ER AGES:

STAR 40 40 35.8 1
PARTIAL 83 17 34.0
FULL 72 31 37.2

Figure 7.2 Decision-making by Structure

were consistently and erroneously answered with full-scale

* counterattacks. The fully connected struct ures were,

however, always slower (nine and three minutes respectively)

to initiate hostilities mistakenly than were the ctber

structures.
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TIME TC II TEAM PREMEMPT I
AND (GAME MIN.

SCENARIO SEQUENCE DECISION ERROR IN DAY 6)

STAR STRUCTURE (CENTRALIZED)
A Al None (preqmpted

2ap rNaely)
A F2 Fai ed ot attack
B D1 Inlt ated 0 
B B3 Init ated hostilities 1
C C2 Overreacted toprovocation

" _ £TTL CONNC ZD STRUCTUR E

A El Initiated hostilities 0
" A C3 None. (no combat|• ... B A2 Initiated hostiities 0i

B F3 Overreacted to I
provocation

C B1 Overreacted toI rovocation I
C D2 Initiated hostilities 1

FULLY CONNECTED STRUCTURE I

A B2 Overreacted to
provocation

A D3 None (no combat) I
B C1 Overreacted to

provocation .
B E2 Initiated hostilities 9
C F1 Initiated hostilities 3 I
C A3 Overreacted to

provocation

Figure 7.3 Engagement Decisions by Structure

C. VALIrkTIO3 OF DSI RESULTS

The authors used simple parametric and nonparametric

statistical tests to validate the results obtained by DSI.

* The data provided by DSI (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3) was

analyzed using statistical processes provided by MINITAB.3

"ifINITAB is a ceneral purpose statistical ccmputing

system available at fne Naval Postgraduate School.
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The specific statistical tests used were the Analysis of

. Variance (parametric) and the Mann-Whitney U-Test (ncnparam-
etric). The nonparametric test appears to be the most aFpro-

priate in that no restrictive assumptions regarding the

shape of the populaticns were required. Additionally, the

small sample size further suggested that a nonparametric

test te used [Ref. 9].

In every instance, results from the Mann-Whitney U-Test

verified that the data from the star structure did not

differ significantly (at a 95 percent confidence interval)

from that of the fully ccnnected structure.

DATA ITEM STRUCTURE MEAN S.DEV MEDIAN
-- --- ------- -- --

Hfotbesjzed Star 40.0 54.8 0of time Partial 83.3 40.8 ---
Full 72.3 44.2 100

Hypottesized Star 40.0 54.8 0
correctly Partial 16.7 40.8 0
(%) of time Full 30.7 40.8 17

Time to first Star 35.8 7.7 39
plan (mins) Partial 34.0 13.7 33

Full 37.2 25.3 31

Figure 7.4 UPS Parametric Data Analysis

Parametric data (see Figure 7.4) , although somewhat
suspect due to the stall sample size, tends to verify the

DSI findings as well. These results also show that the

fully connected structure did formulate a hypothesis about

the enemy mcre cften than the star structure (72.3 percent

versus 40 percent) , but formulated correct hypotheses less

L 86
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often (30.7 percent versus 40 percent). The data is not,

however, as supportive in assessing speed (i.e. time to

first plan). The mean of the data tends to corroborate the

ESI findings that the fully ccnnected structure was slower

cverall than the star structure (37.2 minutes versus 35.8

minutes), although the median of the data directly conflicts

with the findings, probably a result of the small sample

size.

Two additional relationships, not discussed in the draft

DSI report, were also discovered.

First, it could be argued that topologically and opera-

tionally that the partially connected and fully connected

structures are not significantly different. If the data

from the fully connected and partially connected structures

are ccmbined and then compared to the star structure, the

results reflect the same relationships as the star versus

fully ccnnected structure ccmparisons.

Second, the smaller standard deviation of the star

structure with respect to "time to first plan", although not

statistically significant, might imply a more predictable

headquarters structure.

D. CCICLUSIONS

The primary intent of the experiment, as well as the

analysis was to validate several general observations

documented by the Soviets, namely that different headquar-

ters structures have predictable effects on the speed and

correctness of decisicns made by the headquarters.
The observed results of this experiment are consistent

with the basic hypctheses that (1) star structures are

generally faster, and (2) that fully connected structures

are more often correct when making creative decisions.
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Altbcugb the results tend to support these hypotheses,

the results are by nc means conclusive. The sample size was

small, observations per structure (five or six) were

limited, and as already menticned some of the hypotheses

remain unsupported, if not contradicted. Nonetheless, this

experiment still tends to lend credence to the studies

provided by the Soviets. More importantly, it serves to

demonstrate a process which can be used as a foundation for

future experiments of this type.

9' -
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VIII. lE.GOJ.!INDATIONS2

The following recommendations are provided as a result

of the authcrs' participation in the design, conduct, and

analysis of this experiment:

N hISS is a Naval wargame and as such limited the siuula-

ticn to Naval warfare. The subjects used in the experi-

ment, on the other hand, reprasented all services.

Accordingly, it way be undesireable to use a wargame and

concept of command, with which many were unfamiliar.

With respect to the experiment there are at least two

ways to solve this problem, (1), use fully qualified

warfare commanders from the field, and (2), use a

wargame with a multi-service orientation. The logistics

involved in the first make it unattractive. The second

is more reasonable because such a model will soon be

available. The Joint Tactical Land Simulator (JTLS), a

joint air-land combat model, is particularly suited to

the simulation of theater-level headquarters. This

model also represents the headquarters level which HEAT

. was primarily designed to evaluate. Running the experi-

ment with the J'ILS model being used to stimulate the
subjects would, bcwever, result in some trade-offs. As

model would improve the experiment, although the analyt-

ical effort would be more difficult, since the JTLS

model does not have the array of displays and capabiJ4i-

ties of automatically capturing data. Despite this

disadvantage the authors suggest any future experiment

using Jcint Command, Control, and Communications curric-

ulum students as subjects to evaluate headquarters

S effectiveness give stronger consideration to using the

JTlS, or another multi-service oriented model.
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* The level of aggregation of information in the requested

plan of action did not require extensive cooperation

between the warfare commanders. In fact, at times the

CWC appeared to be serving as a single-node headquar-

ters, making decisions without the benefit of his subor-

dinate's consultation. To correct this problem, it is

suggested that the plan format be designed to require

information not available at the CWC position, . there-

ore, requiring mcre asistance from the subordinates.

* Another problem with the planning phase (Days 1 - 5) was

that the 15 minute simulations were too short.

Ccnsequently, the finished plan was often a "bare-bones"

plan. Since the plan provided most of the quantifiable

predictors of headquarters planning effectiveness,
reccmmend the 15 minute intervals be expanded to allow

enough planning time to permit the headquarters to

provide (within the constraints of the structure being
simulated) a plan representative of their capabilities.

This would allow more detailed planning (a better plan),

as well as .cre communication between warfare

comman ders.

The partially ccnnected structure did not provide the

additicnal diversity expected in experimental headquar-

ters structures. The restriction on the number of nodes

made it difficult to design a structure significantly

different from both the star and fully connected struc-

tures. We recommend the partially connected structure
not be examined in future experiments to permit mcre

testing of the two primary structures (star and fully

ccnnected).

F inally, we reccmend that the number of trials and

possible Orange responses be increased to permit making

statistical conclusions on the data gathered.
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SCINARIO ELEMENT ORDERS

-V

ENTER AIR Enter aircraft into a scenario

ENTER BASE Enter a shorebase into a scenaric

ENTER CIRCUIT Assign a circuit number to an

existing commpath in a scenario

ENTER COKMPATH Enter a commpath ncde into a

scenario

ENTER EMCON Enter an emission control plan

for either the Blue or Orange

forces into a scenario

ENTER ESM Create a list of fingerprinted

emitters which are associated
with certain platforms in a

scenario

ENTER MEMBER Associate a game platform with

the communication paths which

it is permitted to use during

the wargame play

91
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ORDER DISCRIPTION

ENTER ORDERS Enter a set of urconditioral

orders into a scenario

ENTER PLAN Enter a contingency plan for

either the Blue or Orange forces

into a scenario for player use

during the wargame

ENTER REPORT Enter a set of reporting

policies which establish the

primary and secondary reporting

circuits and the reporting

interval for platform positicn

and logistics; and surface, air

and passive track updates

ENTER SEARCH Enter a pre-stored search plan

for either the Blue or Crange

forces into a scenario for

player use during the wargame

ENTER SHIP Enter a ship or submarine into a

scenario by position or by a

station relative to a guide at

game initiation

92
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.,ORER DESCRIPTION

ENTER SOSUS Enter parameters governing SOSUS

containment ellipses and

detection probabilities by

submarine class and depth in 20

non-overlapping SOSUS regicns in

a scenario

ENTER SURSAT Enter the orbital parameters of

surveillance satellites into a

scenario

ENTER WEATHER Enter the initial weather

conditions for any of the 26

geographic regions in a scenario

S.,°
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TYPICAL PLAYBR/CONTROL ORDERS

pCBCE CCNTROL ORDERS

ti

ORDER _RPos_

ACTIVATE to activate a sensor

ALTITUDE to change altitude

BINGO to return an aircraft to its

launching unit

CANCEL to cancel unexecuted orders

COURSE to change course

DEPTH to change depth of a submarine

FIRE to fire weapons at a specified

target

LAUNCH to launch a flight

9L4
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CRDER PURPOSE

LOAD to load expendable equipmernt
cn a flight to be launched

MISSION to assign a mission to a flight
or a ship

PROCEED COUBSE to order a unit to travel a

specified number of miles

PROCEED POSITION to order a unit to proceed to a

specified position

SPEED tc change speed

SURFACE to bring a submarine to surface

TAKE to attack a track

WEAPONS FREE to authorize use of weapons for

offense

WEAPONS TIGHT -to authorize use of weapons for
defense only

I9
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HUMS

5-.%

.5. ...°lERPRO,

BARING to designate range and bearing
from a source to a destinaticn

',.,-,

CENTER to center graphics displays on

a platform or location

DESIGNATE to designate a track as friendly,

-* enemy, neutral, or unknown

LOB to display/suppress ESM bearing

lines on a graphics display

PLCT to display selected elements on

a graphics display

SRADIUS to specify the radius (area of

* coverage on the graphics display)

COPY causes all messages to be

directed to the controller's

display device
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L

DEFINE AIR to define system failure

probabilities for aircraft

recovery

DEFINE ENGAGE to define recover factor

probabilities

DEFINE LAUNCH to define the probability of a

sucessful launch due to wind

conditions for helicopters and

fixed winged aircraft

DEFINE SAVE to define the frequency of

automatic database saves

END to terminate the game

GO to continue the game from a

paused state

PAUSE to pause the game execution

RELOCATE tc move a platform or a force

to a specified location

SAVE causes a snapshot of all

volatile game data to be written
to disk storage
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T,. to define/redefine the number of
seconds in a game minute
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EXPERIMENT ORDER OF BATTLE

,o

GROUP TASK * NAME CLASS AIRCRAFT
# / TYPE

CVBG 1.1.0.0 KITIY KITTY 24 A7E
10 A6E

l4 EA6B
1 EA3B

20 F14A
4 F14T
6 SH3H
4 KA6D

10 S3A
4 E2C

,.1.1 2 1 aCC OR HCCOR --

1.1.2.2 FOX LEAHY --

1.1.2.3 WILSO DECAT --
1.1.2.41 LEAHY LEAHY
1.1.2. 5 DECAT DECAT --
1.1.3.1 SPRUA SPRUA 2 SH2P
1.1.3.2 RATRB KNOX 1 SH2F
1.1.3.3 KNOX KNOX 1 SH2F
1.1.3.4 BAGLE KNOX 1 SH2F
1.1.4.0 WICHI VABAS --

SUB 1.1: LOSAN LOSAN --
1.19.1 OMAHA LOSAN --

BASE 1.1.6.0 HISAU BASE 9 P3C

GROUP TASK # NAME CLASS AIRCRAFT
# / TYPE

MINUSK 5.1.0.0 MINSK MINSK 12 FORGER
HORMONE A

3 HORMONE B

SAG A 5.1.1.0 KARA KARA 1 HORMONE A
1 HORMONE B

5.1.1.1 KRES2 KARA 1 HORMONE A
5.1.1.2 KRESI KRES1 1 HORMONE E

" 1 1.3 KYNDA KYNDA ..
9.1 1.4 KASHI KASHI --

SMELT SMELY --

KRIVA KRIVA --
5. 1. 1.7 BODRY KRIVA --
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GROUP TASK * NAME CLASS AIRCRAFT
# / TYPE

SAG B 5.1.2.0 KERCH KARA 1 HORMONE A
1 HOREONE B

5.1.2.1 NIKOL KARA 1 HORMONE A1 HCRRqONE E
5.1.2.2 GOLOV KYNDA 1- ------ -
!.1.2.3 SPOSO KASHI --
5.1.2.4 SKORY KASHI --
;1 2.5 SILK T KRIVA -

:1.6 REZVY KRIVA --
5.1.2.7 RAZOR KRIVA --

NTATTLE- 5130KONSO KASHI ------
TALES 5.1.40 CHARL CHARL --

SUB p.:1.:: E200 E o 2 _--
.1.4.2 E,387 ,Co --

5.1.4.3 FX, FTROT --
5.1.4.4 P012 FTROT -

AMPHID 5.1.0 IVANai ROGOT -

5.1..: LST10 ALLIG --
5.1.5.2 LST11 ALLIG --.N-3 LST12 ALLIG --

1. LST20 ROPUC --
5.1.5.5 LST21 ROPUC --
5.1.5.6 LST22 ROPUC
r5.1.5. 7 KOTI KOTLI --
5.1.5.8 KOT2 KOTLI --

BASE 5.1.9.0 ALEKS BASE 10 BADGER H
22 BADGER C
20 BADGER G
32 BACKFIRE
10 BEAR D
10 BEAR F

5.1.9.1 PETRO BASE 10 BADGER C
5.1.9.2 VLAD BASE 1 HORMONE A
5.1.9.3 MONSA BASE 1 HORMONE A

GROUP IASK 0 NAME CLASS

MERCH- 9.1.0.0 BRUl HER
ANT

9.1.0.1 MARU2 HER
9.1.0.2 MARU3 HER

FISHING 9.1.1.0 FISKi HOOKR9.1.1.1 FISH2 HOOKR
9.1.1.2 FISH3 HOOKR
3 1.1.3 FISH4 HOOKR
:1 1.: FISHS HOOKR

SUB 9.1.2.0 PRCI JULIE
9.1.2.1 PRC2 JULIE

1



SCENARIO A DTAILED SCRIPT

DTG 0 2105Z APR 84
-ROH: CCRSBVEITHILT
TO: CTG 17.1
SUBJECT: SITHEP IUKUIR 1

THIS SETREE COVERS 011501Z-021501Z APR 84

1. Substantial military activity is 114ervay 4n thq.
Soviet Union. u.s national inteloigence is still
ass ssing the seaning of a numbe: of confused
indicators.

2. !n emorqencr seetinq of the U.N. Security CouncilF.acrie 9 N v Y r me to dscuss t

3. In the light of Soviet actions the U.S. NC& and
JCS have determined to dea y dispatch of anj further
feroes to Korea at this tim . U.S. 24th Infantry
D v sion and U.S. III RAF are alerted for imediatettee veen hoveodaveents however, as are port ons of U.S. P&CAP

jjj±1 J& U. North~~jn jjjR

1. General incre~ase in Soviet military activities is
shared by Soviet forces in Far Eastern military
districts.

2. Chinese ilitary activities piqked up pace during
,be aor .ng and becameinc-singly more itenseaurin, the day US inteL Iggnce assesses this tote a C hinese teaction to surprise.

3. Ja an announced that the Uorth K attack is
untcnscona19 and pI e 9ed, its ful support to
U.N. efforts to maintain the peace.

KA forc have mgde oit lefeross. They h ve

1. e +it aed co ee n ou fSol Th chi
adition to its oliti al imnj.tang is a key v
transpcrtation center. A small salient is developingin tbe central sector, but has not yet becomedangerous.

2. UKA ittacks on OKairbases have failed to have
much impact. U.S air attacks on NKA forces at the
torder have experienced relatively heavy losses due
to IKA air defenses.

1. The battle qrouphts been conduittng maneuvers
southeast ofHo kaido. Its position is 41N,
145!. COMSEVENTHFLT directs the CVBG to proceed
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to th Sea of Japan via the Korea Strait. TheCVBG is to rendezvous en route with fuel and
supFly ships that will sortie Yokosuka. The
at-sea meeting will occur at 33N, 140E 48 hours
hence.

2. CCMS VENTHFLT also d" rects the CVBg to prepare an
"ubmit a plan of action for executi~on upon arr ival
in the Sea of Japan. The primary mission of the
CV G wi be to provide support for U.N. forces
ashore In Korea. However the CVBG may also be
called upon to maintain sLOC between Korea and
Japan., and to ccaduct self-defense at its own dis-
cretion. The CVEG is to submit plan updates as it

eens appropriate.
3. A KASHIN DDG observina the maneuvers follows the

CVBG as it moves south.

-.

.!
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DTG 032110Z APR 84
IROBM: CCBSEVENTHFLT
TO: CTG 77.1
SUBJECT: SITREP NUMER 2

THIS SETREE COVERS 021501Z-031501Z APR 84

Globa.1 -IESt
1. U.S. itell.ence has pade the following assessment

of Soviet military actions outside of NE Asian
T.eater:

(a) Str teic Rocket Forces (SRF) have gone to
thelre owest state of alert.

(b) Ali Gjoups of Soviet Forces in Eastern Europe
and al arsaw Pact active forces have been
jl~ced in a high state of readiness. Frontal
viation forces are similarly alert.

(c) All catogcry I divisions (1ie., fully combatready) in tne European miitary districts ofthe US SR have been ;laced: on the same high
state of readiness. Frontal Aviation units
in the same area are at a low alert level.

4d) long Ra ge Aviation (LRA) and Military Trans-
ort Aviation (VTA) activities are unclear.

e eroflot activities appear to be normal.
(e) National air defense activities reflect the

highest state of readiness.
(f) Northern Fleet activities are intense but

the meaning of this is unclear. The Baltic
Fleet and Black Sea Fleet have been placed on
a high state of readiness. The Fifth Eskadra
in the Mediterranean has departed all anchor-ages and appears to be forming groups at sea.

2. The U.N. Security Council is continuing to meet in
Yew York. These events have occurred:

(a) TIe representative 9f the DPRK has stated thatis countr is merely acting to remove an in-
tolerable 1hreat of aggression to his country.
He pledges that no further action is conteu-
Slated after the destruction of the criminal
outh Korean regime.

(b) Tke represenative o$ the ROK has stated that
h country is the victim of a long premedi-
tated attack and accuses the Sovies of push-
ing the DPK into it. He asserts that his
country's fopces are doing well and will de-
feat aggression.

(c) The Soviets sypport the DPRK strongly, saying
that the ECK is a puppet of the U.S. and a
gret threat to world peace. The DPRK, theyclim, is merely 2ninq-an imperialist farce
which had been In lict d too long on the world.

(d) The dca cU h .,smnaetw) n d States delegate made clear that theU.S wil carry cut tho U.N, 's mandate toKntan the peace in NW Asia to the utmost of
its ability.

r
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3. NATC is meeting to discuss the meaning of Soviet
actions.

4. The U S. NC & and.CS have determined that an addi-
tional tactwa; qighter wing should be sent to the
BOK from Haa ii and be replaced in Hawaii by one
Crcm CONUS. Furtier deployments are deferred await-
afng developments in Eu rope.

2-1iio-iitq..M4Event in th Northeast Asian

1o Sovet military activities have been assessed as
.ollovs:
fa) A41.categcy I. divisions in the Far Eastern

24 itary district have been brought to a
high state of alert.

1b) Tbe meaning of LRA activity remains un-
clear. Pr ntal Aviation has gone to a low-
level alert, but appears tq be maintaining
much of its peace-time activities.

Ic) National air defense activities reflect the
highest state of readiness.

(d) A st ong surface a t on groqp has sortied
Vladivostck. Amphibious shipping appears to
have moved to an area of loading docks. SNA
activity bas dropped to near zero, except for
reconnaissance fighters, which have doubled
from their normal levels.

2. Chine c militar activiies continue to intensify.
Inte l.igence assesses this as potentially pre-
araticn to mobilize the country. China has with-

Eeld ccmment in the U.N. Security Council, but is
scheduled to make a statement later today.

1. NKA forces continue tj make little progress. They
dee ned the sa21ent in the central sector and are
pushing through defenses on the east coast.

2. UKAP efforts continue to meet little success. U.S.
and RCK air attacks are successful whenever they
can find exposed HKA troops, but losses continue
to mount.

1. The CVBG moving toward its rendezv us with the
support ships. Current position is 37N, 143E.

2. The KASHIN DDG ccntinues to follow along.

lo.o
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.TG 042055Z APR 84
FROM: CCASEVENTHPIT
TO: CTG 77.1
SUBJECT: SITREP NUMEER 3

THIS SETREF COVERS 031501Z-041501Z APR 84

1. 0.S. in.telligence bas wade the folloying assess-
ment of Soviet military actions outside of NE
Asian Theater over the past 24 hours:

(a) SP have saintained their low state of
a> aert. H.ever an unnown, but possibly| lare, nuwber of SSBNs have sertied their

| -, Nor hern Fleet base.

qb) All GinsP of SovietaForces in Eastern Europe
and all Warsaw Pact active forces continue in
a high stat of readiness. Frontal Aviation
forces remain similarly alert. There are many
indicators present qimilar to those seen when
a major field exercise is about to commence.

(c) All categcry I division*14nd Frointal Aviation
units in tb European military dstricts of the
3SSR remain at a high state of alert and sim-
ilarly seem to be preparing for major field
exercises.

"d) LRA and VIA activities remain unclear. Some
evidence suggests that a few small units have
began shifting tc the Par East.

le) Northern Fleet activity remains intense. Units
sufficient to compose at least one strong sur-
face acticn qroup have sortied from Ko.a Inlet.

i . The Kiev C1SG is believed to still be in the
Ko a, oever. Eal tic and Black Sea Fleets are
malaining their bigh state of alert. Fifth
Eskadra in the Mediterranean has formed three
major grougs of shi s; several ships currently
sali± In epeent Z appear to be heading fcr
a ren dzvcus with th theei a marker has begun
keeping ccmpany with the U.S. CVBG presently in
tfe Mediterranean.

2. The U.N Security Council is continuinq to meet inSNew York. These major events have occurred:

(a) Cht a has stated it, policy oj the crisis as
follows. The PRC will not calmly see its
interests violated. While the ROK is a bourg-
eois tyranny, the DPRK's attack on it it under-
taken at the behest of the Soviets and s
intended to spread USSR's hegemony. This can
only inlure te interests of world peace and
especiall those of the peace-loving Chinese
people. Bewever, also in the interests of
vorldp eace, the PRC will not expand the area
o conflict outsle the Korean peninsula if it
is forced to discipline the aggressors.

(b) Te Japanese ambassador to the U.N. announced
thatJapan has been approached by the USSR and
asked t deny the U.S. use of its bases and
airspace. The Soviets are further reported to
have statEd that they realize that Japan has
long been bullied by the U.S. and that it will
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extend $ts frate;nal protection to the Ja anese
people if they will comply with their wishes.
Tey have assured the Japanese that the DPRK 4
wishe nly the best and most profitable
relations with Japan. Japan categoVically
rejects these representations and will lend all
assistance to the U.N. which is in consonance
with its constitution and its treaty obli-
gations. At the same time, not to inflame the
situation further, Japan's Self-Defense Forces
have been placed cnly on their lowest st te cf
alert. Furthr, aJapan has aqked the Soviets tc
use their good ofices to bring the DPRK to end
its aggression and seek negotiations to stop
the f ighting. eor its par, Japan will attempt
to do the same with the United states and the

(c) The Soviet ambassador made three points.
i) Anx ailitary activity currently being

un ertakn bY t e USSR is onsy in
-reparation I its peace-loving peoples
for their sell-defense, contrary to the
lies and slanders foun& in the western
press.

ii) .Wih regard to the defensive actions now
bei ng taken by the DPRK: these actions
are entirely 9ust and laudable in that
they seek to liberate half a nation long
oppressed by imperialism, and the USSR
will do all that is necessary to see that
the CERK succeeds in its task.

iii) Japa 's actions allowiVig the U.S. tocontinue use of its soil and airspace tc
opress the Korean people are most regret-le, and contrary 0%tohe true interests
of the Japanese people. Since the
Japanese goverpment will not act respon-
siDi the Soviet qovernment must do so,
and pan will suffer the cqnsequences !f
1t clings tco long to outmoded patterns of
acticn in a changing world.

3. NATO declared a medium state of alert.

4. The U.S, hCA and JCS decided that it must maintain a
capability +9 execute PEFORGER/CRESTED CAP quickly.
Thif automatIcally limits the rapidity of the build-
up .~~n thROK. CINCLANTFLT directed C9MSECONDFLT to
sortle. s carriers and -begin preparations for
operations in the Norwegian Sea. CINCPACFLT directed
COaHIEDFT to move his qT|s froqi San Diego to Pearl
Bar or. 24th Infantry Division is directed to embark
and proceed ROK, as is III MAF.

kVitg=J=L IS.Ba. "~ IS ffortheat~ Asian

1. Soviet military activities in-theater have beenassessed as follows:

(a) SR? generally maintains its low state of alert.
All S-20 units are showing increased signs cf
activityL however, meaning unclear. A large
number or SSBNs have sortied Petropavlovsk.
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(b) All categcryI divisions in the Far Eastern MD
remain a a high state of 4lert and appear tc
be preparing for a major field exercise.

(C) LRA activity has almost ceased. This may be a
standdown preparato.ry to some action. Frontal
Aviation appears to be maintaining its quasi-
alert status.

(d) National air defense is maintaining high
readiness.

(e) A strong Soviet SAG has been sighted off the
west coast c Hokkaido. Amphibious shipping
remains at dockside. A number of submarines
SSS, SSN, SSGN) are believed to have sortied
ladivostck. SNA remains a stand-down, except

for recce and ASW flights.

(f) An a4diticnal surface action group has sortied
Vladivostck.

2. Chinese military activities continue to intensify.
The following assessment of some of their activities
has been made:

(a) People's Liberation Army (PLA1 strategic forces
have gone to a low state of alert.

(b) PLA ground forces all along the Korean border
and i4to the depths of Manchuria have assumed
the hqhest state of alert. Forces immediately
along he Sino-Soviet border have moved only
to a low state of alert, however.

(C) FLA air force units have begun concentrating
cn northern bases.

(d) PL naval movements of DDG and fast attack
craft (PAC) from the south up toward the north
have begun. movement is generally coastal. A
number of SS are believed to have sortied.

Combat Lvs in o

1. NKA forces 9ontinue to make little rogress. The
central qal ent has come under coune erattack and
may be pinched cut. The east coast thrust has
continued to advance, but appears to be taking
heavy losses frcs air attack.

2. SKAF efforts have changed over to largely air
defese of the troops. US. and ROK air attacks
continue to take substantial losses.

Batt.1 glog_ kgtons

1. The CVBG meets its supply ships at 33N, 140E as
scheduled. The KASHI K DD continues to observe.
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DTG 052 11OZ APR 84
FROM: CCHSEVNTHFLT
TO: CTG 77.1
SUBJECT: SITREP NUMER £4

THIS SETREP COVERS 041501Z-051501Z APR 84

1. U S iztellnnce has. ade the sfllowing assessment
C1 Soviet mi itary actions outside the NE Asian
Theater over the past 24 hours:

(a) SRF have iaintainod their low $tate 9f alert.
Almost all SSBNs nave now sortied Pollarni ye
and are cw 9ither at sea or at dispersal bases
in the vicinity of the Kola Inlet.

(b) G*Fs and Varsaw Pact forces have begun major
field exe~cises. Frontal Aviation has jo~ned
the exercises but is maintaining many units at
a 100% stand-&own.

(c) A3 calegcry I divisions in the USSR are
maintainnj t9nirhigh state of alert, as
are Fronta Aviation units.

(d) LRA and VTA have both commenced transfer of
forces to the Far East at a slow rate.

S(e) Two, and possibl three,strong SAGs have
leen formed by N rtbern Fleet. All have

Vremained in th.e Earents. A major anti-carrier
warfare exercise appears to have commenced.
KIEV appears to have sortied from Murmanpk.
Baltic and Black Sea Fleets are maintain.ng a
high state of alert. Fifth Eskadra has closed
up into three groups, one of which a pears to
have begun an ACW exercise. A second marker,
armed with anti-ship cruise missiles, has
_oined ompany aith the U.S. CVBG presently in
he Mediterranean.

2. Te U.S. Security Council has adjourned for a day
iven that no pr gress has been made in stopping thefighting.

3. NATC maintains its forces at a medium state of alert.

4. U S 24th Infantry Division and III MAF began
embarking for RCK.

1. Soviet military activities in-theater have been
assessed as follows:

(a) SRF has maintained its low state of alert,
except for all SS-20 units which are now
at maximum alert. All SSBfs have sortied
Petropavlcvsk and are either at sea or at
dispersal bases in the Sea of Okhotsk.

(b) The Soviet Far Eastern Military.District has
begun a large-scale field exercise.

(c) Frotal con inie at an e;traordinary low
7" leivel.Froneal Avot on has joined the ground

forces$ exercises with some units; others have
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left their peacetime routine and appear tc have
gone to a high state of alert.

-. (d) Natignal air defense is maintaining a high
readiness status.

(e) The two Scviet SAG's aT reported to have
rendezvoused at approximately 40N, 134E.

2. Chinese military activities appear to have leveled
ct f at a high lavel. The follgwing assessment of
their actions over the past 24 hours has been made:

(a) PLA strategic forces have gone to a low state
of alert.

(b) PLA ground forces along the Korean border have
main ained their 4lert status. Forces in the
de ths of Manchuria appear to be preparing a
ma or exelcis . Forces along the Sino-Soviet
border ma rta n a low state of alert.

(c) PkA air force units continue to concentrate in
the nort h.

(d) PLA naval movements of DDG and FAC up the coast
have continued. ROK fishermen have Vnformed
KCIa that they spgtted a surfaced submarine,
assessed tc be Chinese. in the Yellow Sea.nCnese, n YellKorea

Qo___ a ne:L i n Ko.Xea

1. NKA forces continue to make little progress.
Reserves have been committed on both the west and
east coasts: some advances have been made toward
Seoul, On the east coast hpavy casualties have
been inflicted cn a ROK division holding the main
coastal road.

2. HfAF efforts appear to .be flagging. U.S. and ROK
air losses have been substantial, ann attempts to
strike DPRK air bases have been suspended.

3. U.S. C A sources report that DPRK has been badly
surprised by the depth and strength of ROK resist-
ance. It is believed that a delegation of DPRK
officials has arrived in Moscow--purpose of visit
unknown.

=t±jf Gro~j kL2tons
1. Te CVIG accipanied by-supclj !hips1 , and the

KASHIN DDG, s ncw at 29an t
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* DTG 062050Z APR 84
PRO : CCMSEVENTHPLT
TO: CTG 77.1
SUBJECT: SITREP NUMBER 5

THIS SETREE COVERS 051501Z-061501Z APR 84

1. Soviet activities in the various European theaters
have re~ained unchanged f~o. the last ;eport. In-
tense field and sea exercises are continuing.

2. LfA and VTA are continuing transfer of forces to
the Far Eastern theater a low rate.

3. The U.N. Security Council met brieflytoday.
Essentially nothing new was said. T USSR re-
iterated that Japan was taking an ever more active

" " role in the opress on of the Korean people, and
would have to Pace the ccnsequences o the anger
oa all jus~ice-lcving, peoples of the world if it
di notj cease its actions.

4. U.S. UCA aid JCS have decided to transfer two U.S.
tactical fighter groups to Korea.

*i> 1. Soviet activities in-theater remain unchanged from
last report, with the exceptions as noted:
(a) SS-20.units appea. to have begun a major

exercise. LRj.units in-theater appear to be
preparing to join them.

(b) Naval infantr uaits ap ear to be concen-
trat ng near Vla ivostog. Number and
copositicr are unclear.

(c) The combined Soviet SAG's have been reported
at 40N, 132E.

(d) Goups Qf strikq-type aircraft have been
cb serve proceed ing tram Soviet territory to
the DPRK, flying along the coast.

- 2. Chinese military forces ccntinue intense activity.• .- These changes appear to have occurred over the past
2~4 hours:
(a) FLA round forces have begun a.malor exercise.It a pears to be concenrated in 4he aountafn-

ous areas of N. Manchuria.

(b) ELk air fc ce movements are slow4nq, as the.concentration appears to be nearin com pleticn.
3. Both Koea a d Japanese.jish4g Xessels hive

rep rite shting an uni entiled conventional sub-
marine on tne surface at night in the vicinity of:: the Korea Strait.

-.- • -:.? I.kA ,_n s :I

1. 1KA torces have penetrated ROK defenses north of
Secl after the NKA cousmitted reserves there..obile battles at@rocee ding lust south of the ROK
tor or defense he On the east coast NKA forces
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S..have made slow but steady progress against weakened

defenses.

2. So change in the air situation.

3. Cmizese sources.report that a high-level Soviet
m'litary dqleqactol flew to Pyongyang.. Army,
Frontal yivlatlon, and Navy general of ficers were
seen. Chinese speculation is that the Soviets
are discussing ways and means to help the DPRK.

* 1. The CVEG has pajled through the Korea Strait and is
n ow locatedlt a , l0R. The Sov.et KASHIN markeris still trailinag alon%. The CVBG has been over-flown by a secticn of Badger recce aircraft.

2. CONSEVENTH 1 LT requests an update on the CVBG's plansfor operat ons.

*1
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DTG 072055Z APR 84
FROM: CCNSEVENTHPLT
TO: CTG 77.1
SUBJECT: SITREP NUMEER 6

THIS SETREE COVERS 061501Z-071501Z APE 84

1. Tne has been a substantial intensification of
mil tary activity throughout the Soviet Union.
Major field and sea exercises are being held in
the Barents. Baltic. Black and Mediterranean
Seas the Kola reninsula, East Germany, and the
Ukraine.

2." The U.N. Security Coulcil mgt today tq hear
statements by the Sovi et Union and China. They
were as follows:
(a) The Soviqt ambassador warned 11 who were

interfering with the Korean l1bera tion that
they must stop their nefarious deeds
immediately. le particularly pointed to
the U.S. as the ma nspring or aggression
against the Korean peoples. le yet again

* appealed tc Japan to end U.S. use of its
airspace and bases, noting that if the
Japanese reople would stand up to the U.S.
and refusl oto be.thq tool of imperialism,.they
need not tear retaliation. The Soviet Union
would stand by Japan until the end.

(b) The Chinese ambassador appealed to the peoples
of the world to see the Soviets for what they
really were. He stated that soon the Soviets

1uld be cm the attack in Europe and elsewhere,
bidding fcz world hegemony.

3. U.S. embassy, Japan rep rts that there have been
large stree demonstrations by leftists. They demand
tha Japan st9p trying to trigger nuclear holoqaust
and start acting as a neutral in the current dispute.

~~jjfz~~m~lUEvj~ Ja ~Jh Northast Asian

1. Amphibious shipping carrzinq naval infantry and a
motor-r-fle un has sortied Vladivostok and is
transiting toward Sakhalin.

2. gtill largep and Sole numerous groups of aircraft
have ee_ observe lying along the coast from the
USSR to the DPRK.

1. NKI forces outside Seoul appear to be recetving
reinforcements. Hgavy atacks have begun in tHe
central secto gain, and have made some progress
an the wester4 flank. KRA eff rts on the e~st
coalt.were being renewed late in the reporting
erio ; a numbef of SAN sites have been located in

The immediate rear of NKA frontline in that area.

2. Strong NKRA air attacks were made on Seoul and the
central sector and suffered considerable losses.U.S. and ROK close air support of the central sector
has incurred some casualties from NKA SAns inside
the DPRK.
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3. CIA sources in Eastern Europe report that the DPEK
has placed heavy pressure on the USSR to provide
more suport. The sources claim that the North
Koreans ear that the NKA/NKAF will collapse
suddenly within next 7-10 days and that DPRK may

-. .e destroyed as a result.

A4111 g._21ktion~
1. CCBSEVENTHFLT adyises that battle group should he

alert to act against either of two apparent major
Soviet options:
(a) attacs on shtpping in Japan-Korea SLOC (Strait

cf Shioncseki-Pusan) ; or

(b) military action against Japan.

n either case the battle gr l is the fst ine of
eflnse and may be attacke .iectly. Stuatlon may

begin to change ralidly.at any time and CVBG may not
receive superior d recticn in time to react
appropriately. dC is therefore authorized to act as
he sees fit in accordance with the circumstances as
he perceives them.

2. Soviet KASHIN tattletale has broken off trail for
unknown reason. It departed suddenly and at high
speed.

3. Preliously sortied Soviet subaa;ines are believed to
te In the Sea of Japan, but their locations are
unknown.

4. _hetwo Soviet SAG'.s t at previously sortied
viadivostok are stll located near 'ON, 32E.

5. COMSEVENTHFLT advises that the two SAGes have not
merged but have retained distinct individual
formations side-by-side. Their initial maneuvers
suggest that thei; intent may be to conduct
Blue-Orange exercises.

6. I;OSEVENTHZLT also advises that the battle group
is expected to provide close air support to U N
forces ashore in Korea at its earliest convenience.
The battle oup is ov at 39N 130E. COPSEVENTHFLT
requests an ±nr reation copy of the CVBG plans as
soon as they are ready.

L11
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gI.~SC IPT Zqj SCENA RIO_4 (2jAX 2F §CENARIO A)
At the beginning of game play, the position of forces

is as follows:

SAG A I40N, 1 E
SAG B 40N, 13E
3p bib. '43, 135, course 045 speed 10
KASBIN k 39N, 130B 000 20
KASHII B 42N 132E 180 20
Tattle Sub: 20 nai from Blue CV, same course and

l : - s ' p e e d
SfGN attack group 38N, 130B course 010 speed 5
A r attack group A 40N, 128E course 130• speed 500
Air attack gourp B 41N, 130E course 180 speed 500

CVBG 39N, 130! ccurse 350 speed 5

ORIG! actions are as follows:

(1) At t=005 minutes, perform the following:

(a) Air attack group A to course 180

(b) AJr attack group B to course 225

(c) SAGs A and B to course 240 speed 20

(2) As the game progresses, have air attack groups A and
B continue to w~eel around the CVBG in counterclock-
wise naseuver, staying at least 100 nui from the
CVBG.

(3) At t=025 minutes, one of three events occurs:

(a) Por experimental groups & and F, all ORANGE
units Attack.

(b) or efpelimental qroups B and E, KONSO launches
ts m ssiles at tRe C BG. Other ORANGE forces

de nothinq, unless the CVBG attacks either the
air group(s or the SAGis). *If CVBG launches
any such attack, then all ORANGE forces engage.

(c) For experimental, rogps C and D, nothing .wbat-
ever happens. The air qroups A. and B 9nt inue
to wheel arcund the CVBG and, when realinq
course 000, head home. If the qVBG attacks any
ORANGE unit, then all ORANGE units attack the
CVBG.
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V. SAMPLE ORAIGE FORCES SCENARIO CHECKLIST

9'6.

CHECKLIST SCENARIO A' (a) (GROUPS A AND F)
(ORANGE PRE-EPT IVE STRIKE)

TIME - 00003 => 0045Z

I DICH ON
RBCC Cl
PLACE (a) GRID (around) FOBCE KITTY (with radius) 25

dPiuCE at CIRCL (around) FORCE CHARL (withradius)5

TINE = 00053 => 0050Z

5) CNTRL F (f name) A6ACISO.PRE => air attack group a
to ccurse W50u peed 500

6) CITRI F (filena a) 6BC225.PRE -> air attack group £
to ccurse 225 speed 500

7 FC5 1131 COURSE 240
81 SPEED 20
9 FC9 BERCH COURSE 240
10) SPEED 20

TIME - O01OR -> 0055Z
* ************************** ********************** *******

111 CNTBL F (fil m) A6AC135.PRZ -> air attack group
A to Courseli

TIME - 00233 => 0108Z

12) CNTBL F (filen se) A6BC135.PRE ,> air attack group
B to course 135

TIME - 0025B => 0110Z

131 FOR 5. 1 1APONS FREE AI
14 Execute wave act ons
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a) Grcup B aircraft (35 cruise missiles/wave = 142"-" n-aisle s total)

Il U~rse BDXXU arid Bj XXJC - BR507
Keep tally of missiles/wave and total
Determine bearing/range and give FIRE

( R) Fire cruise missiles

ex: BEARING (and range from) FORCE BRXXX
tc ORC KITTY

FCE BRXXX FIRE X XXX CRUISE (missiles)
BEARING XXX RANGE XXX

-*.BDXXX and BRXXXi - R507 for Grou EB***
**BR508 - BRXX or Group A***

b) SAG A (5 cruise missiles/wave = 20 missiles
total)
(1) Use KR1S1 and KIND
(2) Keep t1ly or isiles/wave ald total(i) Determl Te bearsng/ ange and give FIRE

coamand
Fire 5 cruise missiles
ex: BEARING (and range from) FORCE XXXX

tc FORCE XXX r

FCE XXXX FIRE X XXX CRUISE (missiles)
BEARING XXX RANGE XXX

c) G Aou .laircraft (30 cruise missiles/wave = 112missiles total

Ill Use BR508 - BRXXX
Keep tally of missiles/wave and total
Determine bearing/ ange and give FIRE
clumand (see example above)

(4) Fre 30 missiles
d) SAG. (4 cruise missiles/wave = 16 missilestotal

} Use GOLC,
Keep tally of missiles/wave and total
Determine bearing/range and give FIRE
cT mmand (sIe example above)

(4) Fire 4 cruise missiles

15) Betueen waves do the following:

aI Check CHARL 5 mile radius for target(s)
If target(s), check ACTIVE TRACK Status Board
for track number

c) If track number, issue FIRE command (8 torpedoes
per wave -32 torpedoes total)

ex: FOR CHARL FIRE X lXX TORPEDO (at) track-nc

d) Kep tally cf torpedoes/wave and total
a) F re 8 torpedoes
f) CHECK WHEELING AIRCRAFTIIIIIIIII!!III!I !!!!!I

air attack group A

1A,88:RE :> course 045
A AC U.RE u> course 008 speed 250

116
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air attack group B

AgBCO ..PRE => course
k6 BC 0 DRE => course 0

TIRE = 0040 => 0125Z

16) Repeat steps 14 and 15

TIRE = 00552 => 014OZ

17) Repeat steps l4 and 15

TIRE a 0110H => 0155Z

18) Repeat steps 14 and 15
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AIPRIIDIX Z

EXPENIKENT RESPONSIBILITIES

ajf' e lac. (jj) 11svonsibjjiies

As overall developer of the experiment, DSI provided the
-* folicwing experimental support:
* . Prepared a memo ccnfirming status and responsibilities

of the experiment participants.

*Developed scenarics, headguarters structures, and deter-

mined experimental sequence based on the the number of
student grolups; participating.

% .4k Prepared a streamlined plan format for use by the bead-

quarters to trarsmit its plans to the experiment's
ccntxcl node via an electronic mail system.

*Prepared a classroom presentation to introduce the

V experiment to student participants at NPS.

*DSI will alsc prepare a final in-depth analysis of all

data to determine the effects of structure on headquar-
ters effectiveness and draw conclusions relative to this
experiment as compared to the Soviet experiments previ-

IJI _ _ _ _

ously described.

_aa Ra=hule oA2 (NPS) lesvonsibilities
As facilitators of the experiment, NPS provided the

following experimental support:
* Provided and converted the NPS WAR Lab to support the

experiment.
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Prepared and installed a representative Soviet Naval

order of battle cn the NWISS.

* Installed a series of time-phased "snapshots"

representative of each of the situation reports used to

develope each of the scenarios.

D eveloped and installed an electronic mail capability to

support testing cf each network structure.

* Ccnverted DSI prepared Orange forces (Soviet) scenarios

into detailed NUISS supported scripts.

* Identified a student sample to support the conduct of

the expEriment.

I FPS will draw general conclusions about the experiment.
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6. or Dennis McCall 1
Coae 8242
Naval Ocean Sistems Center
271 Catalina Blvd.

* San Diego, Califcrnia 95152

7. United States Readiness ommtpid 1
Office of the Ccumander in C hef/RCDC
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida 33608

8. CDR J. Adams 1
Center for largazing
Naval War College

*' Newrort, Rhode island 02840

9. Commander Second Fleet 1
FPO New York 89501

10. Diectcr fir Coemand, Control, I
and Coumunicaticns Systems
Orga ization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff- lashington, D.C. 20301

11. Chief of Naval C pqattcns (OP-953) 1
Washington, D.C. 20350

" 12. Air Force Institute of Technology/CIRS 1
Uright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

13. f o. H.K. Soverqig, Code 74 7
Ch a zrman,, C3 Academic Group
Naval Postnraduate School
Monterey, alifcrnia 93943
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14. CDp G.E. Porter, Code 55Pt 3
C rector, C2 War LabNaval Post raluate School
Monterey, Calif rnia 93943

15. Erof. I.R. Washburn Code 55
Department of O erdaions Research
Naval Postgqradulte School
Monterey, Califcznia 93943

16. Prof. F.R. ichards Code 55Rh
Department of Operations Research
Naval Postqraduate School
Monterey, Califcrnia 93943

17. CAPT W.P. Huqhes, USV (Ret.), Code 55H1
Department cr Operations Research
Naval Postqraduate School
Monterey, Califcrnia 93943

18. Joint C3 Curricular Office, Code 39 1
Naval Postgraduate Schcol
Monterey, Califcrnia 93943

'V 19. 1AJ .r. Owens, USA
2821 Mayflower St.
Sarasota, Florida 33581

20. Captain G.B. Brcvn, USA1
Systems Integration Of fice/SYPT
Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado 80914
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